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INTRODUCTION

Nineteen eighty-six is an exciting time for trainers. In the past,

training has generally been treated as a corporate overhead, susceptible

to budget cuts, often a "dumping ground" for out-of-favor managers, not

worth the attention of senior management. Trainers reinforced their

status by uncritically adopting fads unrelated to corporate needs.

Times have changed. The popular business press is dominated by books

on human resources, for example, In Search of Excellence, The Change

Masters, The One Minute Manager. Many companies see human resources as

the critical asset that enables a competitive edge. The private sector is

investing huge sums in human resources development. In 1981, GM, IBM and

AT&T reported training expenditures of $1 billion, $750 million and $750

million, respectively (Thomas, 1981).

The growing interest in human resources development (HRD) is a

response to the increasingly competitive business environment which, in

turn, has been shaped by such forces as the emergence of global

competition, the quickening pace of technological innovation and the

reduction of federal regulation in some industries.

Societal trends have also focused attention on human resources

issues. Younger workers, especially the college educated, tend to find a

life style first and then a Job to support it (Odiorne, 1980).

Supervisors tend to value work more highly than their younger employees.

The difference in values creates the potential for conflict. Other work

force trends include growing proportions of women and minorities in the

workforce and in management positions, an increasing number of bilingual

workers with English as their second language, an increasing number of
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two-income families who are less likely to accept geographical transfers,

legislation protecting the rights and health of employees, and so on.

Amid these business and societal trends, HRD is evolving from an "arts

and crafts" mode toward a technology. We see systematic approaches for

analyzing work and organizational problems, instructional design, job and

organizational design, the design of inlentive and feedback systems. In

many companies, training is part of an integrated array of human resources

services. Trainers are also developing smarter political skills for

getting HRD into the corporate mainstream.

There is an energy about HRD which we see influencing academic

curricula, research, publications and professional societies. This

monograph seeks to contribute to that momentum by describing the

"state-of-the-art" for a function critical to HRD: evaluation.

I. Evaluation Defined

We offer our definition of the term "evaluation". Evaluation is a

judgment of an entity on some dimension valued by the client. This

judgment is based upon a measurement of actual status on the dimension

against a standard. The underlined terms deserve further explanation.

The term "Judgment" denotes an appraisal or a decision. Judgments are

generally divided into two classes: summative and formative. Summative

evaluations are directed at "go/no go" decisions, for example: Should we

purchase the XYZ program? Is the new course better than the one it

replaced? Audiences for summative evaluations are often the senior

management of the client organization(s) because they will decide whether

or not to send people to the course. In contrast, formative evaluations

seek to identify ways of improving the evaluated entity; for example: If



XYZ is purchased, what modifications will be needed? What parts of the

job are XYZ graduates not able to do satisfactorily? Trainers are

generally the audience for formative evaluations because they are the

people who will fix the course. The same study may support both summative

and formative purposes.

"Entity" refers to the object of an evaluation. Generally, we think

of evaluating a training nourse, but any aspect of the training or HRD

function is fair game for an evaluation, including: trainees,

instructors, instructional strategies, facilities, the training

organization itself. Organizational interventions, with little or no

instructional component, can be evaluated, including: feedback and

incentive systems, team - building, MBO processes, personnel selection and

placement, organization and job design projects.

The evaluation "dimension" is a critical characteristic of the entity

that is valued by the audience for the evaluation. For example, an

evaluation of a training program might seek to determine the relevance of

program content to the job requirements of the target population, or the

efficiency of the development process, or the timeliness of delivery

process. Program evaluations mLst often concentrate on the outcomes of

training, which may be grouped into four categories, (Kirkpatrick, 1976):

participant reactions, learning, job proficiency, and the organizational

consequences of the graduates' job proficiency.

"Measurement of actual status" is defined as collecting data to show

how "things really are" (or, at least, how people think they are), in

terms of the evaluation dimension. Measurement techniques may be divided

into several categories: opinion data gathered by interview or

questionnaire, knowledge testing, performance testing under simulated job

-3-



conditions, observation of job performance, and organizational measures of

job performance, gloix,1 measures of the organization's performance.

Specific measurement techniques will be discussed later.

A "standard" is a criterion for judging success or failure. Standards

may be relative (or norm-referenced), on one hand, or absolute (or

criterion - referenced), on the other hand. If we use the context of

program evaluation, then a relative standard implies a second sample of

data collected from: the trainees prior to the program (i.e.,

pretesting); employees who receive an alternative, perhaps a program that

is being replaced by the program being evaluated; or a combination of

these conditions. Absolute standards are set independently of any

evaluated group's performance. Absolute standards can be derived from:

corporate or departmental policy; historical records for measured jobs;

corventional practice (e.g., the "90/90' criterion once popular for

developing programmed instruction texts); a panel of job experts; or the

decision of the evaluation. Needless to say, the same study may employ

both relative and absolute standards.

II. Intended Readers

This monograph is directed at two audiences. The first consists of

managers in business and industry who have no background in evaluation but

who are familiar with how job performance is measured and with

organizational factors that may influence the evaluation of training. We

assume that these managers are reading this monograph for guidance on how

to (a) design an evaluation study, (b) oversee a consultant hired to

evaluate a training program, or (c) establish evaluation as a regularly

occurring function of the training organization.

-4-



The second consists of academicians who are experienced in evaluation

methodology but who are unfamiliar with the problems and opportunities of

industrial applications of evaluation methodology. We assume that

academicians want information on (a) potential uses of their skills in

business and industry, (b) problems commonly encountered in training

evaluation, (c) research issues, and (d) potential biases of business

clients who might support evaluation activities.

III. Content Overview

We will attempt to meet the needs of these two audiences by describing

(a) the applications of evaluation methods to decision-making within the

training or HRD organization, (b) models proposed for training evaluation,

(c) prevailing practice in terms of dbzign features, data collection

techniques, and commonly encountered problems, and (d) conceptual and

strategic issues that challenge the evaluator.

The reader should recognize that this monograph is not a manual on

evaluation design, nor is it a comprehensive literatur3 review. The

writers also made only minor attempts to compare the status of training

evaluation to that of educational evaluation.

-5-
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TRAINING EVALUATION APPLICATIONS

A continuing reader of professional magazines such as Training or the

Training and Development .Jurnal is often confronted with numerous

articles on training evaluation. If a personal reference file was made of

such articles, it would be difficult to find a classification scheme

sufficient to be usable. Why? Because each writer is thinking of or

referencing a particular application for evaluation, and the reader is

left to supply the "big picture ". What is the big picture? That's the

purpose of this section. With the addition of examples spread throughout

to facilitate understanding, our purpose is to build a classification

scheme worthy of your files as well as to enhance your repertoire in

analyzing evaluation applications.

Consider performing training evaluation to answer the following

questions:

1. Will training materials be effective when implemented?

2. Does the return on training justify its continuation?

In general, data to answer the first question is easier to get than the

second, but that is not the point of this illustration. Using the terms

defined earlier, the first is a formative question and the second is a

summative one. These two types of judgments give us an initial means to

examine a classification of evaluation. A second means is the entity or

object of judgment. The first question concerns training materials while

the second concerns the entire training organization. This two-way

classification, using type of judgment and entity, becomes our "road map"

for understanding the intended purposes of evaluation.
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The chart of Table 1 (page 9) displays our classification scheme. By

Formative Evaluation, we mean activities that are conducted primarily to

support or control functions within the training organization itself.

Such activities are oriented toward feedback and developmental assistance

used mainly by training developers and their managers. Most of these

activities occur prior to full field implementation of 3 training

project.

By Summative Evaluation, we mean activities that are conducted after

field implementation to support or confirm training goals established

during the formative stage. Results of such evaluations often are not

only used by training managers, but also by line and senior management

external to the training organization. Activities are oriented toward the

"impact" of training--productivity improvement, cost savings, return on

investment, and the like.

The second dimension of our two-way classification is to simply

examine "what is evaluated" (the entity): Trainee, Course, Curriculum,

Training Organization, Corporation. The first two of these are

self-explanatory. By Curriculum, we mean a series of interrelated courses

or other planned learning experiences designed around a single topic for a

single target population. For the Training Organization, we are concerned

with all products and services emanating from the training unit. The

fifth category includes those aspects of the organization that are

primarily strategic or affecting the entire organization. Specific

training activities may be part of this activity, but it is generally

directed at larger organization interventions.
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TABLE 1: CLASSIFICATION OF EVALUATION APPLICATIONS

What purpose does evaluation serve?

What Is
Evaluated?

FORMATIVE SUMMATIVE

Topic Labels

TRAINEE

COURSE

CURRICULUM

TRAINING
ORGANIZATION
OR SYSTEM

CORPORATE

I

Diagnosis
Remediation
Skill Building

III
Development
Instructor Evaluation
Vendor Course Eve-

uation
Unit Evaluation
Immediate Follow-Lip
End-of-Course Per-

formance

V
Program Daveloprricni
Program Improvement
Monitor, Record Keep-

ing on Courses

VII
Client Satisfaction
Training Performance

Audit (Management
Audit)

IX
Front-End Analysis
Consistency of Em-

ployee Skills with
Organizational
Mission

Management Audit

Example Questions Topic Labels I Example Questions

Are course participants
achieving the objectives?
What are participant strengths
and weaknesses?

Will the materials be effec-
tive when the development
Process is completed?
Will course meet identified
needs?
Is the instructor effective in
teaching this course?
What are the gains in
learnii ig?

Is the program consistent with
organizational targets for
training interventions.?
Are the courses sufficiently
integrated?
What are the costs of
training?

Are line management needs
likely to be met?
Can the proposed training be
integrated with other current
corporate activities?

What needs :in be met by
the implementation of a train-
ing intervention?
What job behaviors can im-
prove attainment of organiza-
tional targets?

II

Certification
Trainee Proficiency
Mastery Job Per-

formance

IV
Course Proficiency
Validation Field Testing
Cost Effectiveness
Cost Benefit

VI
Field Effectiveness
Impact Evaluation
Cost Effectiveness
Cost Benefit

VIII
Performance Appraisal
System Impact
Program Audit

X
Culture Change
Organizational Per-

formance Audit
Contribution to

Organizational Profit
and Loss

Can demonstrated learning
gains be observed or meas-
ured on the job?
What level of performance
distinguishes experienced
workers from newly traine
workers?

Does return on investment
justify continuation of this
course?
What are the true costs and
benefits of this course?
Has this course eliminated
a train'bg need?

Is this program effecting
operating units P & L thru
yield enhancement, cost
savings, etc.?
What training outcomes re-
late directly or indirectly to
improved job performance?

Arc solutions to business
problems implemented and
reinforced for the projt led
life of progrems?
Is the training system pro-
viding an acceptable rate of
return on investment?

Are mechanisms in place to
provide sufficient feedback
for projecting future human
resource requirements?
Are prescribed organizational
targets consistent with the
mission of the organization?
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I. Formative Trainee Evaluation

Description

The formative evaluation of trainees may also be labelled as "control

of student progress". The major objective of activities conducted under

this category is to determine if trainees have satisfied or achieved the

learning objectives of a training activity-this is the data collection

implied by Kirkpatrick's (1976) "Learning" stage. Evaluation of trainees

takes place prior to course attendance as well as during attendance.

One evaluation question posed by Alden (1983) relates to

prerequisites: "Are the prescribed entry requirements for the program

associated with success on the training outcomes?" In other words, do

prerequisites match achieved learning? Thus, proper placement of trainees

into a sequence of instruction is worth evaluating to maximize use of a

trainee's time as well as increase the efficiency of the training

process.

Once the trainee enters a program, we are interested in measuring

ongoing progress to (a) choose or modify subsequent learning experience

and (b) prescribe remeu'ation of individual deficiencies. Consequently,

such measures can provide feedback to the trainee for directing advanced

or remedial study. A flowchart depicting these activities is provided by

Lyons (1972).

Formative evaluation generates information to aid in choosing among

various options. Diagnosis of trainee strengths and weaknesses is

contingent on the precision of the diagnostic instrument. Such precision

is necessary to guarantee that the process of initial placement,

selectively correcting a trainee, and Ivancing the trainee to the next

segment only when learning objectives are achieved, can be feasibly

-10-
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implemented. This type of evaluation does not necessarily take into

account how well learned objectives apply on the job--this is part of the

trainee summative evaluation.

Techniques

Typical data collection techniques for formative trainee evaluation

include the following:

o paper and pencil in-class achievement tests
(multiple-choice, essay, short answer)

o commercial placement tests

o simulation exercises

o video tapes, interviews

o checklists

The decisions made following the results of such measures, e.g.,

whether to recycle a trainee back through a certain sequence, should be

weighed against the risks of making a wrong decision. Precision,

including validity and reliability, is important when we might be wasting

an employee's time--however, sending an incompetent employee to the next

learning sequence may have even more important risks. Considering the

consequences of such actions, it is worthwhile to note that this topic of

evaluation receives little emphasis in the training literature.

II. Summative Trainee Evaluation

Description

In the summative evaluation of trainees, we are primarily concerned

with on- the -Job performance once a trainee leaves the training

environment. It is not so much a concern about whether or not a trainee

achieved the prescribed learning objectives, but whether these were

1 5



transferred into measurable performance improvement. The major questions

are those of certification or verification: "Do graduates of the program

exhibit mostly performance under normal job conditions after a practical

period of on-the-job experience?" (Alden 1983). Amount of training is

not important; demonstrated proficiency is.

Techniques

There exist two basic arenas for collecting data related to summative

trainee evaluation--job behavior and job results or accomplishments. Most

of the following techniques may be used for these two topics:

o interviews with line management

o observations by line managers or other personnel

o performance appraisals

o experimental research designs

o follow-up interviews and self-reports with trainees

o external expert review

o case study

o other document reviews (e.g., feedback from external
resources, absenteeism)

Issues and Constraints

One of the most difficult aspects of measuring individual performance

change is whether or not one can attribute the results directly to a

training course or program. The situation is probably clearer in

skill-based training vs. management training, but the proof of cause and

effect is difficult,, if not impossible, to come by. The working

environh_nt is subject to change, business conditions change, workers are

transferred--these and other situations inhibit the collection of valid

data.

-12-
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A second concern is the timing of measurement of change. Is two weeks

long enough? Three months? One year? The best probable answer: it

depends. Time from training completion to follow-up should be long enough

for training effects to occur yet short enough to provide feedback for

training revisions. Thus, there is a dependency on the type of training

as well as the need for feedback.

A third issue revolves around line management support for training.

Opportunity to apply learned techniques and the encouragement for doing so

are management prerogatives. Involving managers and supervisors in the

evaluation effort is a good wav to obtain credibility with line employees

as well as to enhance the quality of data collection (Dopyera & Pitone

1983).

The quality of measuring instruments leads to the issue of EEO or

affirJtive action guidelines. Tests must be shown to be Job-related;

performance data must be collected ca,'efully. Legal issues surrounding

testing employee strengths and weaknesses virtually suspended such

operations in training organizations in recent years.

Another problem is related to access to employees following training.

Employee transfer, commitment to training evaluation (Thompson, 1978) are

two sub-issues. These conditions virtually doom any attempt at mailed

questionnaire follow-up.

III. Formative Course Evaluation

Description

Almost all formative course evaluation, or quality control in Foshay's

(1984) terms, is directed to provide information for use by internal

training staff for improvement in the design, writing, and tryout of a

-13-
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given training course. In terms of the typical phases of instructional

design, formative evaluation occurs at the "design" and "development"

stages prior to field implementation. Because this activity is viewed as

support to training staff, it is usually conducted by internal personnel,

generally an instructional developer trained in the techniques of

evaluation. In planning evaluations of this type, the following

components are typical considerations (Cummings 1984):

o specification of the business problem the course is designed
to address

o course goals

o progress to date, scheduling of first pilot

o the format of how the course is to be delivered

o the instructional support materials (guides, references)

o trainee audience (prerequisite activities or skills)

o identification of data collection techniques

o design of reporting results

Techniques

It is probably fair to say that the techniques used in collecting

formative course evaluation are limited by the creativity of the evaluator

and developer. Among the common techniques mentioned most often in the

literature. one is likely to find the following:

o content analysis by subject matter experts (SME's)

o participant reaction questionnaires

o in-class achievement tests

o classroom observation

o participant interviews, debriefings

o videotape of classroom, participants

o instructor opinions or interviews



Issues and Constraints

In many organizations, this type of application, formative course

evaluation is virtually the exclusive training evaluation activity. There

are a number of reasons for this to be the case: (a) it is the only

application where almost all components can be controlled within just the

training organization; (b) it is probably the easiest way to obtain data;

(c) it helps in the making of important and timely decisions; and (d) it

can be easily cost-justified. Decisions that are made are in direct

support of training staff and management and all data collected can be

utilized internally. Thus, the relevance of evaluative information

serving this training support function is high, and its use is immediate.

One of the primary constraints facing evaluation at this stage is the

limitation of time and resources available to complete a detailed

evaluation report. Time constraints are so severe in many circumstances

that only a cursory evaluation can be conducted. Only when the course is

out in the field do people realize the serious problems that existed with

the materials or instructors. Once the course is in field implementation,

it is very difficult to pull it back and recycle it for further

development. Thus, a very finely tuned system for cooperative work

between evaluators and developers as suggested by Cummings (1984) yields

high quality results.

A second issue is that formative course evaluation for the most part

is probably conducted more by instructional developers than by evaluators,

as Smith (1982) pointed out. Skills of such evaluators are likely to need

refinement. Poor quality evaluation at this stage is likely to lead to

serious problems later in the field. Of course, many of the problems

-15-



really cannot be dumped on the instructional developer doing evaluation.

It is likely that there are many other demands in staffing priorities that

require consideration. An evaluation may not seem all that important.

The third issue involves the amount of data collected by such a

process. Evaluators sometimes complain that their results have no

impact. This situation may, in fact, be due to just the sheer amount of

information collected and its relevance to the developers. The

criticality of the feedback needs to be specified as well as report

length. Just the volume of data can deluge and stall revisions in a

program. These and other points are raised by Markle (1979) in her

well-known article, "Evaluating Instructional Programs: How Much is

Enough?".

IV. Summative Course Evaluation

Description

In summative evaluation of courses, one attempts to get at the

"results" of training in Kirkpatrick's (1978) terms. To many professional

evaluators, this is "where the action is in terms of evaluation. Reports

from summative evaluation can lead to course continuation or

discontinuation; trainers can get solid information on the "real payoff"

of their efforts; impact of a course on the organization can be

determined; and cost-benefits can be forwarded to senior management. In

short, summative evaluation attempts to ferret out and describe those

aspects of a course that make a real difference in field implementation.



Techniques

The strategies and methods used to collect summative course evaluation

tend to have a higher degree of internal validity than the techniques used

in formative course evaluation. This is not to say that formative

techniques are "softer", but that more rigor is generally applied to the

techniques when used summatively (Parker, 1984). The more popular

techniques and methods include:

o surveys and questionnaires

o experimental studies

o quasi - experimental studies

o structured interviews

o systematic expert judgment

o multiple baseline studies

o checklists

o case studies

Examples

It is worthwhile to review some summative evaluation studies reported

in the literature to examine how "impact" has been measured. Table 2

(page 18) examines at a cursory level a number of such studies (most

reported by Smith and Corbett, 1977).

Issues and Constraints

The threats to conducting a successful summative evaluation of a

course are many. It is not uncommon to find that a summative evaluation

is conducted by an external consultant. This situation yields a whole

set of conditions which may influence the outcome of an evaluation while

satisfying some criterion of objectivity. Consider a development effort

-17-
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TABLE 2

REFERENCES DESCRIBING PRICING FORMULA

REFERENCE JOB PROGRAM BENEFITS MEASUREMENT FORMULA

Alen, Amacher and
Yeney (1976)

Machine Operators Re-structure of work
group

Reduced turnover and, hence. reduced
cost of repladng skilled employees.

Factory turnover was monitored before
and after creation of "u 3 work
teams."

(Turnover before change turnover
after change) X employees X average
replacementment cost.

Farley (1975) Supervisors Speed reading course Improved reading speed which makes
time available for other activities.

Pro and post course reading
speeds are compared.

Supervisors X hours saved per day
X days X hourly wage.

,tones and Modem
(1969)

Sewing Machine
Operators

Initial job training Productivity gain due to less time to
reach standard reduced turnover, and
increased efficiency.

Producth 'y and turnover of trainees
compared to employees hired (a)
before program was implemented and
(b) after it was halted.

(P2R2P1li1)V(W2R2W1R1)
Where:
P = productivity
R = retention time with company
V = unit value of output
W ma wages
Subscripts 1 and 2 represent "before"
and "after" the program, respectively.

filikesell, Wilson and
Lowther (1975)

Tax Auditors Tax audit workshop Identification of tax payers' errors
which led to more tax revenue for
state.

Trainees were compared to their audit
division before and after the wort-
shop.

(Post minus pre-workshop revenue for
trainees)(Post minus pre-workshop
revenue for audit division).

Macfarland and Keeler
(1975)

Construction Job Initial job training Reduced time to reach standard and
reduced supervisory time.

Foreman rating of recent graduate vs.
crew In terms of productivity and time
spent cowling.

Producdvity gain = trainees X work
hours X hourly wage X .5; time al
foremen X hours saved X hourly wage.

Smith (1975) Foremen Attendance administre
lion course

Reduced absence rates. Work groups' absence rates tracked
for foremen who were trained vs.
foremen who were not trained.

(Predicted absences actual absences)
X daily wage.

Rosentreter (1979) Production Managers Management training

Program

Reduced employee turnover (3 others
not significant).

Turnover measured before and after
for treatment and control groups.

Tumover expectedTurnover observed X
employees X replacement cost.

Cullen, sauz in ,
Sisson and
Swanson ( 1976)

Semi skilled Machine
Operators

Structured vs. unstruc-
lured (W1) training

(1) decreased time to achieve job
competency

(2) decreased scrap (waste)
(3) increase In solving problems

(1) mean to achievement In hours
(2) scrap In lbs. per worker
(3) simulation of problems

(1) none
(2) scrap for Oro() S scrap for grog

U X employees X cost of material
per lb.

(3) none

Brion (1984)
(Samples Only)

Truck Terminal
Managers

Management training (1) decreased cost per bill
(2) Increased bill/hr., lbs./hr., labor

cost/hr.
(3) reduced overtime

(1) bill count and cost
(2) bin, lbs., labor
(3) amount of overtime

(1) compare vs. previous
(2) compare to previous
(3) compare over 5 months

Reber and Wallin
(1984)

Skilled & Serrksklged
Manufacturing
Employees

Safety training Increased safety performance. 2 04
Questionnaire observation of
performance.

Compare over four time periods;
injuries Decreased from 84.8/100 to
55.11106.

111 MI Jill MI INN all Mt MI L _il 6.411



that cost a organization over $1 million and 18 months to get into the

field. Should the training project director also be the summative

evaluator? What would the corporate training manager do in attempting to

justify this expenditure to senior management?

As an alternative procedure, many training organizations (Cummings,

1984; Smith, 1982[c]) have founded evaluation units that serve as

semi-external consultants for summative as well as formative evaluation.

Vested interest in any project is kept to a minimum, corporate allegiance

is assured, credibility with line management can be enhanced, but senior

management may sometimes need convincing.

These evaluation service units are likely to be found in larger

training organizations, but the constraints involving summative evaluation

are mostly invariant to organization size. The following list of issues

and constraints paraphrased from Parker (1984) relate to conducting

summative evaluation studies.

o familiarity and understanding of the organizational milieu

o evaluator credibility and interpersonal skills

o those from whom data is collected may suspect that they,
themselves, are the object of evaluation

o need for a credible liaison for external evaluators

o the sheer amount of time an evaluator is likely to spend

o corroborating evidence from numerous sources

o modifications to training "discovered" at local sites

o lack of interest from local management

o time lag in showing results

o lack of access to appropriate personnel
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o an environment that limits application of findings

o lack of knowledge on how to conduct studies

The above list is not exhaustive, but it certainly provides some clues

as to why follow-up efforts often fail.

V. Formative Curriculum Evaluation

Description

In this section, we differentiate evaluation of curricula from the

evaluation of courses. While similarities between the two are many, their

differences pose some unique problems.

A curriculum shall be defined as two or more planned learning

experiences having a defined sequence or framework designed for a specific

target population. Alternatively, Schumacher, Kulp and Childs (1975)

defined a curriculum as "a sequenced description of learning (or training)

experiences which, when followed, will enable students to perform some

aspect(s) of their responsibilities in a functional area". It is

important to note that this latter definition keys in on "functional area

rather than on specific job tasks. Thus, one would expect a training

curriculum to cut across a number of job titles pertaining to a particular

functional area. For example, in a training curriculum for engineers on

statistical quality control, there could be courses on introducing problem

solving techniques with statistics, the basic use and calculation of

statistics and the planning of statistical experiments. Its target group

would likely include new engineers as well as senior managing engineers.

Curriculum development is different from course development in the

sense that we are probably not interested in the detailed analysis of a

single Job; rather we place the emphasis on analysis of a broad functional
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area. Defining a curriculum requires more than information on detailed

job requirements. Instead, the latter is the domain of specific course

development.

The implications of this difference for formative curriculum

evaluation include the following:

o developers should be concerned about the structure for
satisfying functional area job requirements

o users of the curriculum (field managers and training
administrators) should be able to sequence course offerings
to maximize staffing requirements

o utility of a curriculum should extend to defining the kind
of personnel who can accomplish broad job requirements

o the curriculum should serve as a model against which present
training may be compared

Techniques

In addition to the techniques previously stated under Formative Course

Evaluation, the following list of methods is suggested:

o logical analysis of sequences for learning

o correspondence of learning sequence to application (use)

o cluster analysis of hierarchical training objectives

o mathematical modeling for delivery efficiency

o classification matrices for training objectives vs. jcb
function requirements

o external judgments (subject matter expert review) of
cohesiveness of goals, objectives and methods of instruction

o review of criteria list for curriculum outcomes

A fine example of the use of hierarchical cluster analysis to

formative curriculum evaluation is given by Kettenring, Rogers, Smith and

Warner (1976). Additionally, a model for curriculum development is

supplied by Schumacher, Kulp and Childs (1975).
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Issues and Constraints

It is probably fair to state that the constraints and issues

identified for course evaluation acquires additional concerns where a

curriculum is concernee One of these issues is coordination of efforts.

Brenden (1981) describes a system for coordinating instructors teaching

basic skills to manufacturing apprentices. His method involves a

hierarchy of evaluations frog ientifying general concerns to classifying

particular strengths and weaknesses of individual instructors. The

overall goal is to obtain integrated and uniform quality of instructional

delivery.

A second example provided by Fiero (1984) describes the attempts to

put together four courses for engineering training. Two courses were

purchased from an external vendor and two courses were developed

internally. The vendor courses had to be initially taught by the vendor

and no modifications could be made. The internal courses had to use the

basic premises of the vendor courses in order to provide integration of

the topics. Coordination of instructo-s, course topics, course sequence,

and site independence were only a few issues she had to deal with.

VI. Summative Curriculum Evaluation

Description

Differences between summative course evaluation and summative

Curriculum Evaluation are similar to differences at the formative level.

That is, we need to shift gears to one stage of generality above the

course level. While Summative Curriculum Evaluation is also concerned

with job performance, our attention is at the functional level rather than

at the task level.
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In reviewing the available literature, it appears fair to state that

summative curriculum evaluation is not a popular activity. One might

think that "program evaluation" would imply a =et of courses, but the term

is generally synonymous with course evaluation. Perhaps training

organizations do not view a set of courses about a topic as a curriculum,

and thus do not evaluate them in that light. Planned curricula do not

occur near as frequently as plarned courses. Regsrdless of explanation,

summative curriculum evaluation is a rare topic.

Techniques

To illustrate a method for summative curriculum evaluation that

concentrates on the functional, rather than task, level is the description

of a quality control curriculum implemented by Motorola (Fier.,, 1904).

This Total Quality Improvement (TQI) curriculum was comprised of fcA.T.

courses (two vendor-purchased and two internally developed) and was

targeted for engineers and engineering managers. Five sites were studied

during the evaluation that had completed training anywhere from three

months to nine months earlier. Five basic general questions guided the

evaluation:

o Why did the site participate in TQI?

o How was TQI implemented at the site?

o What material was learned during TQI courses?

o Was TQI used on the Job and how?

o What was the impact of TQI at the site?

Note that these questions do not focus on individual task

performances; rather the focus is on general contri,Jtion to overall

individual and group performance. Techniques for data collection involved

individual and group interviews, observations at work stations and at

meetings, document reviews and demonstrations by participants.
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Two other examples of curriculum evaluation are those reported by

Moore (1984) and Hand & Slocum (1972). Moore's curriculum was a

self-development program for clerical and secretarial employees at

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company. Courses included management

problems and pressures, transactional analysis values and behavior, job

analysis, interpersonal communication, and others. A competency-based

approach was used over 12 competency factors measured by ratings from

supervisors and trainees. Significant gains on pre-/post-measurement were

found for most factors.

Hand and Slocum's experimental study was conducted to determine

effectiveness of a managerial human relation training program for changing

attitudes and the effect of these attitude changes on the organization.

Experimental and control groups were taught in 90-minute sessions once a

week for 28 weeks. Essentially, one course was on managerial styles and

the second was experimental learning. Three of five criterion measures

showed significant results in favor of the experimental group.

The following list summarizes those techniques used in the preceding

evaluations and suggests those of potential value:

o experimental design

o quasi-experimental design

o interviews (individual, group, structured, unstructured)

o performance appraisal data

o case studies

o cost-effectiveness analysis

o cost-benefit analysis

o checklists

o multiple baseline studies
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o document review

o surveys and questionnaires

Issues and Constraints

Many of the comments made in the preceding section on Formative

Curriculum Evaluation also apply here; i.e., time constraints, sequencing

and coordination of efforts. It may be useful, however, to point out

three general types of variables with which one should be concerned.

These are:

o educational variables

o operational variables

o organizational variables

A curriculum evaluation plan utilizing these issues stands a greater

chance for obtaining the desired outcome.

Educational variables take into account the actual curriculum

materials to be evaluated. Here we are concerned with, for example,

whether or not the design of sequenced materials makes a difference ;n the

field settings. Additionally, we need to know how new curriculum

materials interact with existing courses. For operational variables, we

should pay attention to the actual delivery of curricula at a particular

site. The number of people, budget, capabilities of field staff, time

constraints, and relationship to unit business plans are a few of these

variables. Between them, educational and operational variables control

the critical scope and overall approach to a curriculum evaluation

effort. Organizational variables, on the other hand, determine how much

reliance is placed on the other two sets of variables. For example, field

reputation of the training unit is an organizational variable that must be

taken into account in the design for evaluation. It also works the other
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way around; that is, the reputation of the client groups should also be

noted. Other organizational variables include senor management styles,

control over training, basic philosophy of the business unit and

mechanisms for communicating and solving business problems.

VII. Formative Training Organization Evaluation

Description

In general, the formative evaluation of a training organization or

system in general attempts to answer what is. It implies the formation of

an information system that allows for the flow of needs from line staff to

senior management through the training organization. In looking at the

operational elements of the total corporate organization, one could say

that the training system receives performance requirements that must be

met with trainees and instructors while operating under policies and

procedures with a given budget.

Techniques

One model for examining training organizations formatively is provided

by Lyons (1972). He implies the existence of six essential elements to

derive a quality control system for training:

1. Training objectives or performance requirements

2. Proficiency and diagnostic measures

3. Data reduction and analysis

4. Procedures for decision and corrective action

5. Communication procedures

6. Managerial support
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The use of training objectives is a keystone for the system and should

represent the mission for the training organization. The complete system

is designed to act rather than react to organizational plans.

One way to go about collecting similar information is found in a model

proposed by Smith (1982) which describes the formulation and operation of

a training information system. Major components of this information

system are: (1) data bases; (2) output; (3) input. The data bases have

four main components: (a) training staff; (b) courses; (c) facilities;

and (d) employees. The outputs of the system include delivery and

development costs, administration, expenses, and trainee costs. The input

section contains information on instructors, students, and the project

status. Other outputs of the system include data for long range

forecasting and evaluation of courses individually as well as by groups.

Outcomes of this system included finding that training costs were higher

than anticipated; that some course designs were faulty; that projections

were needed for sharp increases in training volume; and that there was a

1,ck of standard procedures for cost accounting, quality control and

forecasting.

A third alternative methodology for formative system evaluation is the

management audit, which examines the use of resources and addresses the

main criterion of efficiency. Such an audit as described by Rothwell

(1984[a]), is meant to compare the use of resources such as capital or

time to norms involving organizational policies, industry averages, common

business practce, or published research findings. These studies

emphasize relationship between organization input and output. They

attempt to compare the present conditions--the "what is"--to desirable

criteria--the "what should be." Such an audit is designed to investigate
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complex issues or decisions. It is not meant to be used for attacking

problems that require immediate attention.

VIII. Sumrative Training Organization Evaluation

Description

A very obvious question to ask at this point is: if we have done

summative evaluation of trainees, courses and curricula, does this then

add up to a summative evaluation of the training system? The not so

obvious answer is no. What is missing in stating the negative answer to

that question is that trainee, course, and curricula evaluation are only

components of the system. They do not necessarily imply all of the

products and services that are the function of the training organization

or department.

The objective of training system summative evaluation is similar to a

form of auditing in attempting to isolate effects of a training

organization from the total organization. Odin Westgaard (1984) claims

that his description of auditing does not imply either formative or

summative evaluation. However, his ideas relate to our current

description of this type of evaluation. Three types of benefits of this

process pointed out by Westgaard include: (1) cost avoidance; (2) cost

reduction; and (3) income enhancement. Cost avoidance is exemplified by

the production of a job aid that eliminates need for training. Cost

reduction is exemplified by substituting a more economical method for an

inefficient one--such as eliminating an unnecessary production team.

Income enhancement can occur when people become more productive than

before training and produce a better product with less overhead. In

general, such audits are concerned with results, not necessarily with how
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results were achieved. An operation's audit is a measure of

organizational effectiveness and efficiency that can be driven by any

definable operation variable, in this case, training programs"

(Westgaard 1984, p. 11)

Techniques

Some of the techniques applicable here are those described by

Westgaard (1984). They include measurement by (a) structured

observation, (b) structured interviews, (c) survey tests, and (d)

document searches. It is not likely that any carefully controlled

experimental or quasi-experimental design has a great deal of relevance

to studying these issues because so many variables cannot be controlled.

Hamblin (1974) critiques a number of techniques that might be used for a

system evaluation, and concludes that current techniques are inadequate.

He suggests that such evaluations require an open-ended approach. Such

an open-ended approach must inevitably concentrate less on techniques and

be more tailor made and must rely more on initiative and ingenuity of

managers and training specialists" (Hamblin 1974, p. 168).

Issues and Constraints

A clue to understanding the myriad of problems that may involve the

assessment of training organization effects leads one to conclude that

one of the most significant problems is the construction of viable

techniques for the measurement of such impact. Controlled before- and

after-techniques require a significant information system for the

longitudinal tracking of training results. The organization must serve

as its own control group in such a process, and the isolating of effects

and making them directly attributable to training is difficult.

Additionally, the skills and time required to apply any developed

procedures may preclude their implementation.
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IX. Formative Corporate Evaluation

Description

This type of formative evaluation is primarily a field-based attempt

to plan for future organizational changes. Many of the processes of

front-end analysis or needs assessment are applicable here. For our

purposes, we will refer to front-end analysis as a general label for all

activities preceding the design of a training program including an

estimate of operational feasibility, projections of demand and support,

needs assessment, and needs analysis.

The results of such front-end analyses may or may not have direct

implications for training. The target of such an evaluation is the

organization as a whole. It is similar to, but not limited to, the

techniques of management auditing as described by Rothwell (1984[a]). In

general, the intention is to anticipate problems and prepare an

organization for dealing with change. Three alternatives for looking at

this are given by Rothwell (1984[b]), Kaufman (1983) and Hunter and

Cummings (1983).

In Rothwell's view, the strategic planning method (determining the

long range direction of an organization) is an attempt to coordinate the

activities of departments by personnel, production, finance, marketing,

across several groups or industries in the same corporation. The results

of a strategic needs assessment study lead to information for training as

one strategy for dealing with predicted performance deficiencies.

Rothwell's overall goal is stated in relation to what he sees as a

significantly increasing rate of technological change and amount of

information available - - "We simply need to think about how to make training



capable of anticipating future performance or competency problems before

they occur" (Rothwell 1984[b), p.20).

Another view of this type of "evaluation" is provided by Kaufman in

what he terms "a holistic planning model." Kaufman calls this strategy an

alternative to traditional needs assessment in that it is d: "holistic

system approach model where we are identifying, diagnosing, and

successfully treating organizational needs including determination of

useful training (if training is a functional alternative)." (Kaufman

1983, p. 3).

Kaufman states that critical to this process of setting future

organizational policy or directions, is the use of needs assessment,

strategic planning, long range planning, and that the resulting

organizational planning begin with outcomes.

A third example of such analysis is the work of Hunter and Cummings

(1983). Their view of such an evaluation comprises six components:

o external environment

o internal environment

o required skills/knowledge

o existing skills/knowledge

o tar-get audience characteristics

o non-training needs

A number of objectives are listed for each of these six functions.

For example, training management is kept up to date on events from the

external environment, which may influence training. Factors from this

environment can be prioritized into areas of training impact. Another

outcome is that management is made aware of skills and knowledge

requirements to sapport future changes in services and products.
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Techniques

Various techniques can be applied to the collection of data leading to

formative corporate evaluation. In a large sense these techniques are not

necessarily the domain of trainers or educators. Instead, a team is

formed with backgrounds in areas such as organizational development,

organizational behavior, economics, industrial psychology, labor and

industrial relations, sociology, and other fields. A sampling of such

techniques would include the following:

o management audit

o review of research on current business climate

o review of business plans

o analyses of planned products and services

o longitudinal performance appraisal records

o new hirer profiles

o list of marketing product proposals

o organizational analysis of all offices and departments

Issues and Constraints

Probably the most important component in linking formative evaluation

to the training organization is the fact that training departments are

often only minimally involved in the strategic planning process. If there

is a serious gap in the planning for future human resources, it is this

factor. This serves the general theme of making training reactive rather

than pro-active.

X. Summative Corporate Ealuaticn

Description

Summative corporate evaluation by its very nature Includes the complex

consideration of all operating units--manufacturing, financial, personnel,
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and others within an organization. This nature of evaluation requires

measurement of ac: mplishment. Probably, the foremost model for

conducting such an evaluation is the Performance Audit as proposed by

Gilbert (1978, p. 61). This model implies that measurement begins at the

general level and moves toward the specific. The steps of measuring

follow a procedure Gilt-)rt calls the performance table. The sequence to

developing this table encompasses the following seven steps:

1. identify accomplishments

2. identify requirements

3. identify exemplary performance

4. measure exemplary performance

5. measure typical performance

6. compute the Potential for Improving Performance (PIP)

7. translate the PIP into stakes, that is, econanic potential

Methods for performance auditing are different from those for management

auditing as proposed in the formative model, because we are not

necessarily looking at "what is", but also what should be. Both the

performance audit and management audit work in tandem to identify

strategic planning needs and then to see if these needs are in actuality

having the deFired influence in the organization.

Rothwell (1984[a]) proposes a similar model of performance audit. Ha

defines a performance audit as "any form of research that compares a norm

to an existing condition or is conducted to improve existing conditions

and induce change" (p. 45). He states that performance audits assume a

rational approach to organizational change, that is, justification based

on the belief that decision makers will choose what is best for the

organization once the facts are known. A description is supplied of a
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twelve stage process to conduct performance auditing by an independent

analyst reporting to an interested third party.

Techniques

Performance auditing is virtually a testing or comparison between some

normative criterion of "what should be" and the condition of "what is".

The two major factors that are under consideration are: (1) selection of

criteria; and (2) selection of appropriate measurement methods. If the

criteria originally selected are faulty, it is likely that the performance

audit will not gear in on specific missions within the organization. Some

methods for looking at and collecting data from a performance audit

include the following:

o information collected by industry association

o survey research

o cost benefit analysis

o systems analysis

o accounting techniques (including human resource)

o legal information

o information collected by government agencies

o structured observation or interviews

Issues and Constraints

Essentially corporative summative evaluation is moving into the area

of attempting to assess ultimate value of a corporation. In some cases,

people limit the amount of investigation to only those concerned with

financial concerns because these are the only aspects which seem to be

measured accurately. This belief operates on the assumption that value

means money. Hamblin's (1974) view is that the levels of evaluation

proceeding to the corporate level (the training organization, curriculum,
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course, and trainee) must be accomplished before we can really look at the

ultimate value or goals of the corporation.

Mother important aspect of this level of evaluation concerns

commitment and support of line management. Support of line management and

senior management is critical for performing this level of evaluation.

Credibility of data depends on it. Hamblin (1974) sees three types of the

ultimate value or ultimate objectives: (a) financial; (b) occupational

choice--entry or opportunity; and (c) self respect.

Our experience and knowledge of this area at present is fairly

limited. We are speaking from the training and development perspective,

not necessarily that of a corporate executive. The techniques and methods

that we use now may very well prove to be crude in the future.

Nonetheless, the systems approach appears to be the best present

alternative.

The expertise required to perform such an evaluation is complex, and

teamwork is essential. The final decisions are really political and

social more than economical.
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GENERAL EVALUATION MODELS

The development of models for training evaluation has expanded rapidly

over the past ton years. This is in contrast to evaluation in educational

settings where growth can be traced over the past 25 years. Although this

section contains references to the educational realm, the purpose for such

inclusion is only to provide perspective or enhance understanding of

concepts and principles.

Evaluat-in models presented were are approaches, systems, concepts and

principles that seek a generic methodology or simplify reality to attack

training -issues. Evaluation studies are "designed and conducted to assist

some audience to Judge and improve the worth of some [instructional]

object" (Stufflebeam & Webster 1980, p. 6). In comparing evaluation to

research, Anderson and Ball (1978) state "research is knowledge-oriented;

evaluation is decision-oriented" (p. 9) having an immediate practical

payoff.

An excellent review of educational evaluation models is supplied by

Stufflebeam and Webster (1980). Of the eight different approaches

considered to be "true" evaluation models, most training applications

would be "decision-oriented" studies where the purpose is to "provide a

knowledge and value base for making and defending decisions" (Stufflebeam

and Webster 1980, p. 12). Anderson and Ball (1978) reaffirm this by

stating that "program evaluation involves providing services to decision

makers" (p. 6).

Using the scheme of Stufflebeam and Webster, Parker (1984) classified

41 recent (1980-83) training evaluation studies and found that all reports

clustered in only three categories: Decision-oriented, Objectives-based
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and Accountability. Thus, training evaluation might be considered a

restricteN4 domain of the general field of program evaluation. The major

question addressed by most training-oriented studies is: "How should a

given enterprise be planned, executed and recycled in order to foster

human growth aid development at a reasonable cost?" (Stufflebeam and

Webster 1980, p.18).

It not the purpose of our review to critique training evaluation

models. None of the models reviewed would be included if they hadn't

worked in some context. Some models or approaches may work in a wider

variety of application settings (as given in the previous section), and

some were written with a single purpose or application in mind.

As opposed to models described in the educational literature, those

included in the training literature are considerably shorter. Thorough

understanding is often sacrificed due to publishers' constraints.

Additionally, many models 1-oom corporate s.ztings are propriety, and while

we are aware of many fine examples in corporate documents, they were not

included because of the limited access to our readership. Thus, we have

limited our discussion to models from the public domain or those that are

reasonably accessible.

A word of caution to our readers is probably relevant here.

professional evaluators become sold on one technique or approach and

attempt to apply it regardless of situational conditions. They become, in

Anderson and Ball's terms, "method bound". We tend to be more

problem-oriented, i.e., starting "with a premise that the choice of

methodology should follow from, not precede, the delineation of the

purpose of the investigation" (Anderson and Ball 1978, p. 43).

Additionally, we have chosen to isolate evaluation models or techniques

related to economic impact in a separate following section.
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I. Model Characteristics

Each model for training evaluation has been analyzed into a number of

components or characteristics described below. Subsequr s:ly, these

characteristics are used as summary for Table 3 (page 42). If a given

model does not appear to have a large number of characteristics checked,

recall that publication constraints may have f^,-ced the authors to limit

discussion.

Definition of Evaluation Perspective

Does the author describe how evaluation is to be conceived? Tra ning

evaluation is typically a team activity needing communication and

collaboration among team members. How can the team remain on track? Is

there a clear perspective of what is to be accomplished? How does

training evaluation relate to other components in training or the

organization? A useful evaluation model should allude to the answers to

some of these questions.

Description of Variables/Components

Differing conceptions of training evaluation can be found to be

similar if the authors defined their terms in similar language. This is

generally not the case, so authors should define and describe the terms

they use, because one cannot assume the intuitively obvious. To what

components/variables is attention paid? Are they defined or applied to

training settings? ArE; the key concepts described? Can variables be

classified as input; process or outcome; cognitive or affective; behavior

or accomplishment?

Use of Flowcharts or Descriptive Matrices

Understandi-1 and use of an evaluation model can be enhanced by some

pictorial representation. One of the outstanding features of the models
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reviewed was either a flowchart or matrix of concepts or questions that

guide the reader through the description. While some are more detailed

than others, it is possible to obtain a simplified sketch by studying the

flowchart or matrix included.

Lists of Questions to Ask

If training evaluation models are decision-oriented, then questions to

direct evaluators to decision points are highly desirable. An

often-mentioned step in evaluation is to define the "focus" of an

evaluation effort. Focus is assisted by pinpointing issues in a question

format. The authors use questions such as: Who is the client? Will

management even consider this data? What should be measured? Who should

be measured? How did change actually occur? What are the standards for

performance? Knowing the primary set of questions a model asks increases

the likelihood that it will be applied appropriately.

Data Collection Techniques

What type of measuring instrument is most appropriate to use to

collect a specific type of information? Should a questionnaire be used?

A rating scale? An interview schedule? Observation form? Which data

collection tecmiques fit best with the model? Clues to answer these

questions are desirable but not necessary in describing any given model.

Data Analysis Techniques

Data analysis procedures are an assumed component to evaluation, and

thus not necessary to be included in the description of a model.

Description of such techniques are useful in or anizing an evaluation

report.



Research Designs

Which research designs are most appropriate in a given evaluation?

Are research designs ever really useful? Use of experimental or

quasi-exper mental research designs in training evaluation 'as been

attaining greater emphasis as training evaluators become more

sophisticated.

Reporting Procedures

How will the evaluation report be used? How should tables be

prepared? Should interpretation guides be supplied? The effective

comJnication of evaluation data is an often overlooked feature of

evaluation.

Detailed Examples Provided

One way to get the "-Peeling" for how a model really works is to use a

simulated situation and data. While such examples sometimes inhibit

transferability, detailed explanations tenu to yield increased

understancHng of the applications. Table 3 (page 42) is an example of

such a simulation.

II. Summary of Models

It is worthwhile to begin our discussion with a model that has been

used in training evaluation for approximately the last twenty-five

years--the one proposed by Donald Kirkpatrick (1978). Between the time

that Kirkpatrick proposed this model (about twenty-five years ago) up to



TABLE 3

CHECKLIST FOR REVIEWED MODELS

Model
Authors

Def. of
Eval.

Persp.
Desc.

of Var.
Use of

Flowcharts
Lists of
Quest.

Data
Collect

Data
Anal.

Res.

Des.

Rpt.

Proc. Examples

Alden (1978) X - X - X -

Bakken and
Bernstein (1982) X X X X - - X - -

Blumenfeld
and Holland X - X X - - X - -

(1971)

Brandenburg X X X - X - - X -
(1981)

Brethower and
Rummler (1979) X X X X X - X X X

Clement and
Aranda (1982) X X X X - - - - -

Crowe and
Bodine (1979) X X X - X - - - -

Elsbree and
Howe (1977) X X X - X - - X X

Hunter and
Nassauer (1982) X X X X X - - X X

Kirkpatrick - X - X - - - X -

(1978)

Lyons (1972) X X X - - - - - -

Mikesell, Wilson
and Lawther X X X - - - - - X
(1975)

Morrison (1981) X X X X X X - X -

Putnam (1980) X X - X - - - X -

Smith (1980) X X X X - - - X X

Snyder (1984) X X X X X - - - -
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about 1975 or 1976, there was very little other writing on models for

training evaluation. Thus, this model is generally recognized as

traditional in the field cf training.

Four fairly straightforward steps or stages were proposed by

Kirkpatrick:

1. Reaction: How do participants feel about the program?

2. Learning: What knowledge skills or attitudes were learned?

3. Behavior: To what extent did on-the-job behavior change?

4. Results: What final results did the training program
produce?

These four stages of reaction, learning, behavior, and results are

still present in many of the more recently proposed models. In general,

Kirkpatrick was interested in answering the question, "How did we do?", by

getting at the specifics of the kind of contribution training made to the

organization, whether or not the program should be continued or repeated,

and how it can be improved. Kirkpatrick also advocated the use of pre-/

post-measures and control groups for the latter three stages of his

measurement technique (i.e., learning, behavior, results).

Most present day evaluators would agree that while Kirkpatrick's model

forms some basis for discussion, a more systems-oriented or comprehensive

approach is needed. One such systems approach is described by Brethower

and Rummler (1976) and expanded by Smith (1980).

Brethower and Rummler begin their discussion with a diagram to show

how training fits with the rest of the organization. This is shown in

Figure 1.



A MODEL OF A GENERAL SYSTEM APPLIED TO EDUCATION

Processing
System

(Feedback

E-

1

Ledback

Output

Measurement I
Data

Receiving
System

FIGURE 1

Smith enlarges this systems approach:

Mission
Goal

Measurement
Data j

.010 .11 Criteria

Training is viewed as a processing system (2) which converts
inpJt to output. The inputs (1) are trainees or students. The
outputs (3) are trained employees whose capabilities have been
enhanced through training. The outputs of training now become
inputs to the receiving system. The receiving system (4) is the
job or work group. The processing and receiving systems are both
sub-systems of a larger system such as a company, a department,
factory, or office. Each receiving system has a mission to
accomplish (5) . . . points (6) and (7) represent feedback to the
training administrators who can modify the course in order to
increase the number of graduates who can meet end-of-course
criteria or to improve the job performance of the graduates
(Smith 1980, p. 70).
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There are three implications for training as a result of this system's

view of organizations. One is that training does not function in

isolation. Second, evaluation is an information-gathering and decision

making process. Third, each element in the model can be evaluated.

The next phase of the evaluation approach of Brethower and Rummler is

the construction of an evaluation matrix, where the four components of

Kirkpatrick's model are row labels under a column entitled "What we want

to know". Five other columns are then given to explicate an evaluation

design. Labels for these five columns are:

o What might be measured

o Measurement dimensions

o What to look at (sources of data)

o Alternative data gathering methodology

o Evaluation criteria

Two major benefits may result from the use of this model. First, the

systems approach permits applicability across a wide variety of training

situations--from looking at trainee proficiency to looking at the impact

of an intervention program in an organization. It is not necessary to use

all the components in each evaluation project. Rather, questions may be

selected in order to obtain required information for any one evaluation

setting. A second benefit is the fact that numerous evaluations designs

such as control group, reversal group, multiple baseline, and before and

after measures, may be overlayed into each situation.

Since Smith (1980), extends this model to a wider variety of

situations, it is worthwhile to discuss his additions. Smith's

contributions reflect how evaluation can be better used in a decision

making process. He cites four problems that inhibit decision-making
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ability from the results of an evaluation using this model. These are:

no data; unreliable data that are irrelevant to the decision; untimely

data; or incomplete data. He then discusses the causes of some of these

problems and indicates a set of eight conditions for solutions and support

of evaluation efforts in an organization. Briefly these eight conditions

are:

1. Accountability - Someone above training staff requires that
the information be collected.

2. Priorities - They have to be consistent with the activities
conducted.

3. Decision-Orientation - Specific questions have to be
addressed and can be answered yes or no in the evaluation.

4. Implicit Goals - These have to be identified. Evaluators
must have knowledge of them.

5. Constraints - The amount of time available and other
resources.

6. Problem Causes - Can problems in courses be detected?

7. Personnel - Qualified evaluators must be available and given
proper support.

8. Viable Consequences - There is a consequence in a concrete
action produced as a result of the evaluation effort.

Smith then describes two specific applications of this model illustrating

the use of these techniques.

Another model falling under the systems approach is given by Mikesell,

Wilson, and Lawther (1975), in which they describe an approach that

integrates program development and program evaluation. They present a

three-phase model of goal and feasibility determination, program design,

and development implementation. While they do not state specific

questions to guide the process of evaluation, they indicate a number of

conditions or criteria to ba followed: objectives must be established in
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terms of behavioral change; training should focus on these objectives

using effective forms of educational technology; trainees should be

treated as, adults so that their involvement is assured; careful and

systematic development requires substantial front end time; lastly, the

program must be constantly maintained. What is significant about their

article is the description of some specific techniques for assessing the

impact of the training program productivity increases in terms of dollars

and cents and percent change. A description of their model shows a

complete flowchart for the process as well as descriptive techniques,

questionnaires, knowledge simulation and impact measures on a

pre - /post -basis assessing the impact of the program.

A second type of approach to evaluation in training may be described

as the management decision-making and exemplified by Alden (1978). Under

this approach, upper level management must make decisions on how training

affects the organization and this becomes the object for evaluation. The

two types of decisions run parallel to Brethower and Rummler: Should the

program change, and how should the program change? According to Alden,

the most important aspect for constructing an evaluation is the focus of

the effort. In order to focus evaluation properly, Alden suggests four

guiding questions:

1. Will management even consider making a decision about
whether or not to change a program or how it will be
changed?

2. What research questions will provide data necessary to make
these management decisions?

3. What level of data is practical to collect and important
enough for management to use in the decision-making
process?

4. What criteria will management use to make the decision?
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The important point pervading these four questions is a need for

commitment from management before an evaluation effort is begun. Alden

:zees management concern with three primary factors: effectiveness,

efficiency, and relevance. Effectiveness is defined as enabling

participants to perform to meet the objectives; efficiency is optimum use

of program time, instructor time, materials, etc; relevance is actual

performance on the job in what is critical to job success.

Alden lists a number of specific well-worded questions that would

allow an evaluator to construct a fairly tight design to provide

management with needed decisions. He also describes four levels of data:

participant perception, expert opinion, measurement of behavior, and

measurement of end results (similar to Kirkpatrick's four levels). As a

final phase, he indicates how to design a reporting system in order to

give management appropriate information. He advocates the use of minimum

acceptable criteria so that management can get a yes or no answer to

specific decisions; thus making their criteria definable:

In this form, the question suggests a clear cut evaluation
design, i.e., what should be measured, how it should be measured,
who should be measured, how results should be analyzed. But most
important, they offer the greatest opportunity for findings to
influence the program being evaluated. Questions focused on the
issues that management care about and in a form in wnich a no
answer is a compelling reason to affect change. (Alden 1978, p.
50).

A second management orientation model is provided by Morrison (1981).

Again the model is based upon management-directed questions such as:

Who needs the information on training programs?

What decisions does each individual make?
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What Morrision characterizes is a set of decision-making levels where

the lower level decision-making requires more specific information, and

higher levels require more global information. He distinguishes four

levels of decision making. Level 1 is the training staff where questions

concerning the effectiveness of materials and whether participants are

meeting objectives are most important. Level 2 is the training manager.

Are client needs being met? Is the instructor effective? What are the

costs of training? The department manager is Level 3 of this process who

wants to know if the training was effective and the costs and benefits of

the training. The highest is Level 4, the vice-president or director, who

is interested in finding out whether or not the courses are providing an

acceptable internal rate of return. Morrison presents a set of questions

under each of four components to each of the four levels. The four

components are: decisions to be made; the means of data collection;

analysis of data; and interpretation of information. The last phase of

interpretation of information is considered crucial in designing a report

for all levels of decision-makers.

The next type of model to be discussed may be called a pragmatic

approach to evaluation as indicated by Putnam (1980) and by Bakken and

Bernstein (1982). Putnam begins by contrasting the pragmatic approach to

training evaluation with the truth-seeking approach in academe. He

explains how the truth-seeking approach does not work in a training

setting because the pragmatic approach is future-oriented, whereas the

truth-seeking approach is past-anchored. With the pragmatic approach,

organizations do not have much at stake with the exact, and managers are
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aware of the uncertainty that data represents truth. He presents a set of

eight questions to guide the evaluation process:

1. What are the results of the evaluation intended to be used
for?

2. What kinds of information count with decision makers?

3. What is to be assessed to get that kind of information?

4. What constraints on evaluation exist?

5. Whose cooperation, sanction, or approval are needed?

6. How should data be collected?

7. How should data be analyzed?

8. How shall I use the data?

He stresses the fact that evaluators should do the minimum to get it done

and forget the high rigor typical of the truth - seeking paradigm.

A similar approach is presented by Bakken and Bernstein (1982) in

which they advocate that the purpose of the model is to provide

appropriate decision makers with the information. The general guiding

questions for the authors' approach are to identify who the decision

makers are, and what are the goals of training. They present a matrix of

objectives of training versus the management of training function. They

list four general objectives of training: personal growth; acquisition of

knowledge; improvement of performance; improvement of the orw4nization.

They then list four types of outcomes: Learner Reactions, Knowledge, Job

Performance, and Organizational Changes. The key in their process is to

select an outcome that is appropriate to a particular objective of

training and to the needs of various decision making. They also discuss

the need for reliability and validity and in assessing impact to question

how changes actually occurred and to assess whether changes that occurred

are actually the results of training.
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The next evaluation approach may be called responsive or client

centered. The model presented by Elsbree and Howe in three articles

(1977) demonstrates how to make evaluation responsive to the needs of the

clients, that is, people making decisions about training. Their

outstanding contribution is a detailed flowchart described in three phases

of Focus, Plan, and Implement with a case study illustration across the

three articles. Though they do not necessarily present specific

questions, the steps provided in the three phases are easy to follow. In

the Focus phase there are seven steps: identify purposes of evaluation;

determine client information needs; determine if evaluation is warranted;

find out if resources are available; define roles and job

responsibilities; obtain necessary background information; and formulate

evaluation objectives. Under the Plan phase, a five-step design matrix is

formulated. The second of the five steps is to ask if the design will

produce necessary data. ,Then organize tasks and schedules, estimate costs

and determine if the plan is acceptable to the client. The six steps

under Implementation call for: planning the execution; drawing

conclusions; deciding if the information will satisfy objectives;

displaying the findings; formulating recommendations; and finally,

reporting to clients. The case study is easily relates to actual

situations.

The next evaluation model by Clement and Aranda (1982) describes a

contingency approach to management training evaluation. They present four

guiding questions in their design: Did it work? Was it effective? Was

the manager receptive to training? Will the organization reward new

behavior? The contingency approach is defined in terms of three

contingency or mediating variables. The first of these is the influence
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of the organizational setting; that is, finding out what effects transfer

of training to the job. A second ariable is the nature of the manager to

be trained: what individual differences, background or experience may

affect the outcome of management training? The third is the problem to be

solved by the training: is the technique truly appropriate to solve the

problem under consideration.

The major tool presented by Clement and Aranda is a matrix with column

headings of Manager, Subordinate and Orcpanization and four row dimensions

related to purposes of evaluation: training results, the relative

effectiveness of techniques, impact of individual differences, and impact

of the environment. They then present a set of questions for each

individual matrix cell; these allow an evaluator to collect information

about the so,ecific dimension under consideration. This model is somewhat

more abstract than others given here.

A model given by Hunter and Nassauer (1982) presents in a detailed

case study the results of a course d4 velopment evaluation from Arthur

Andersen and Company. This comprehensive, diagnostic approach is one of

five phases of evaluation conducted at Arthur Andersen. tailed

descriptions of the other four phases are proprietary information to

Arthur Andersen and not considered here. The five phases that are

included in the total Arthur Andersen model are: front-end analysis,

developmental pilot testing (which is illustrated below), testing

methodology, ma-,otenance methodology, and lastly, follow-up/performance

methodology. This example only serves to illustrate one portion of the

evaluation model.
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The general view of evaluation taken by Hunter and Nassauer is the

making of rational decisions losed upon evidence. In this rational model,

the following guiding questions are proposed:

o What is the business problem?

o Will timelines be met?

o What are tta instructional activities?

o How many and what type of instructors are involved?

o How will evaluation information get used?

o Who receives the reports of this training? When and how?

An extensive flowchart of four phases is presented--each with input,

process, and output labels. The four phases are (a) planning and

preliminary design, (b) detailed evaluation design with instruments and

field procedures (c) implementation of evaluation, and (d) data analysis

and reporting. The detailed case analysis presents actual instruments,

simulated results, planning documents, raw data, analysis and reports all

shown to illustrate their process for this one phase of evaluation.

Another type of diagnostic system is presented by Lyons (1972) which

may be termed in information systems model. It is a fairly technical

design where training goals must be defined precisely in terms of

measurable on-the-jot performance. There are four major applications

envisioned by Lyons related to the general quality control of training:

quality assurance, control of student progress, training program

improvemert, and training system diagnosi,. and change. Flowcharts are

presented for each of these four different applications.

Under quality assurance, one is attempting to ascertain the answer to

the following guiding question: "Does the product meet specifications

(training materials and instructional setting which is set up to produce

r-
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the required training)?" For the second area, control of student

progress, one is interested in trainee proficiency: "Are learning

experiences selected and organized to facilitate achievement of

objectives?" Here diagnostic results determine whether or not a trainee

progresses through the system For training program improvement, Lyons

keys on the strengths and weaknesses of the program in recycling those

aspects in need of revision. At the system level (the fourth

application), he examines how training interacts with other parts of the

organization in terms of policies, resources, and student quality. In

this sense, Lyons is following a systems approach to training similar to

that by Brethower and Rummler.

Snyder (1984) also presents a model with substantial illustrative

flowcharts useful for evaluation of existing courses with contrasting

procedures given for vendor courses. A five-stage model is described:

Identification of Needs, Research Techniques (audience, task,

environmental and economic/resource analyses), Instructional

Design/Development, Te,Jting, and Implementation/Maintenance. section and

combined flowcharts are displayed with decision points and pertinent

questions. The purpose of the model is to list "a of basic evaluative

criteria". Detailed explanation is not supplied on all topics presented,

and information relative to particular decision-makers is not discussed.

The model proposed by Blumenfeld and Holland (1971) takes a rather

limited perspective of evaluation in comparison to the other models

reviewed. Evaluation is viewed only as a quantitative means for

demonstrating cause and effect--its only purpose is accountability.

Furthermore, they see only one question worth asking: "Are we getting any

return on our investment?" (p. 638). It is worthwhile to point out that
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although this is their guiding question, they present no economic

technique to answer the question. Instead, they advocate that evaluation

consists of a simple two-step process: criterion measurement followed by

experimental design. Furthermore, the only adequate experimental design

consists of a pre-test and post-test with a control group. While such a

design is part of the methodologies proposed by other authors (e.g.,

Brethower and Rummler), no other proposer has advocated it as the sole

means to demonstrate training effectiveness. Readers might also consider

if this approach can yield absolute cause and effect.

The last two models to be reviewed may be looked upon as measurement

or empirically-based technical models. The first, presented by Crowe and

Bodine (1979), applies a performance system to look at the internal and

external validation of training effects on human performance subsequently

translated into costs and benefits. Three very detailed documents and

flowcharts on performance systems specification, training description, and

measurement provide the basis for the model.

A detailed matrix is provided with questions to guide an evaluator to

answer: Should you do something? Could you do something? and How you do

something? The general questions include the following:

o What skills/knowledge does the student possess?

o What are student reactions to learning?

o Is there a relation between course objectives and job
performance requirements?

o Is there a relation between student achievement of
objectives and job performance?

o Are skills used on the job?

o Of what value is the training?
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This three-phase model of Specification, Description, and Measurement

is probably most useful for those who might be involved in technical

skills training.

The second technical model by Brandenburg (1981) illustrates an

empirical approach to looking at differences between training, education

and development. Three sets of matrices are developed for general context

of HRD, time, and action components. The general guiding questions are:

o What information do we need to justify a decision?

o What are the real issues or questions we wish to cover?

o What data collection techniques are congruent with the
issues we have identified?

Much discussion is devoted to the different levels of decision making

from specific to global similar to that proposed by Morrison, wherein

needs to make specific decisions from the training staff level up to

global decisions at a higher managerial level. The foremost contribution

is an explanation of detailed data collection techniques consistent with

particular decisions to be made in training evaluation. This model and

Crowe and Bodine's are probably somewhat abstract for the typical training

manager.
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PRACTICE

There are, perhaps, over a thousand published reports of training

evaluation studies. In contrast, there have been only a few attempts to

analyze how evaluations are actually done. This section summarizes these

analyses to show how training evaluations are actually done. A brief

summary of the key references will be given first, and then the research

on training evaluation will be reviewed in a question-and-answer format.

I. References

The earliest investigation was reported by Catalanello and Kirkpatrick

(1968) who surveyed 154 firms to determine the "state of the art."

Kirkpatrick (1978) repeated the survey ten years later. Campbell,

Runnette, Lawler, and Weick (1970) reviewed 73 evaluations of management

training courses. Ball and Anderson (1975) reported a survey of

evaluation practices in four types of organizations: Department of

Defense (N=42), other federal agencies (N=33), state and local

governmental agencies (N=27), and the private sector (N=40). Smith (1976,

1982[c]) reported on documented evaluations of the post-training impact of

Bell System training (N=43). DeMeuse and Liebowitz (1981) analyzed 36

research studies on team-building. Brandenburg (1982) described two

surveys of 50 trainers on their evaluation activities. Smith

(1984) described trends in training evaluation as reported in the

publications of the American Society for Training and Development and of

the National Society for Performance and Instruction. He catalogued 714

articles on evaluation, including 331 evaluation studies.
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II. Findings

We caution the reader about several factors that limit the

generalizability of the findings described below. First, the references

cited above dealt with programs of differing lengths. Ball and Anderson's

study had a high percentage of lengthy programs; 60% required a month or

more to complete. In contrast, Smith (1982[b]) looked at evaluations of

courses generally two weeks or less. Secondly, there were differences in

program content. Ball and Anderson (1975) and Smith (1982) looked at

technical courses primarily, while Catalanello and Kirkpatrick (1968) and

Campbell et. al. (1970) considered only generic management courses.

De-Meuse and Liebowitz (1981) considered organizational interventions that

usually included more than formal training. Thirdly, several of the

reviews examined unpublished evaluations (Smith 1982[b]; Ball and Anderson

1975; Kirkpatrick 1978; Catalanello and Kirkpatrick 1968; Brandenburg

1982), while the other studies looked only at published evaluations.

These three factors--program length, program content, and published vs.

unpublished--may influence the design and quality of the evaluations in

ways we do not fully unde-stand.

What "things" are evaluated?

In their survey of unpublished evaluations, Ball and Anderson (1975)

found that "the focus of measurement was most frequently the students and

the curriculum" (p. 18). Table 4 (page 59) shows that students were the

nain focus of evaluation, regardless of the Purpose. In Smith's (1984)

analysis of published articles, program evaluation ranked first. exceeding

the total for all other categories combined.
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Table 4
Object of Evaluation

Ball & Anderson (1975) Smith (1984)

Published
ArticlesObject

improvement
Studies

Impact
Studies

Training program or
curriculum 58% 30% 58%

Trainee or Student 63% 55% 2%

Classroom or teaching
processes 46% 19% 15%

Instructors or Training
Organization 34% 10% 14%

Other or Non-training
program 13% 18% 8%

NOTE: Percentages exceed 100% because a study could address more than one "object".
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What proportion of training programs are evaluated?

The Ball and Anderson (1975) study found that "69.0 percent of the

programs had been formally evaluated..." (p. 17).

What are the purposes of evaluation?

Ball and Anderson (1975) reported that, of the 98 evaluations, 26 were

concerned with improvement, 3 with impact and 69 with both improvement and

impact. Brandenburg's (1982) two surveys of sales trainers and of

educational technologists indicated that the two most prevalent

"evaluation functions" were to "improve the training program" and to

"provide feedback to program planners or management."

Who sponsors evaluations?

Ball and Anderson (1975) reported that:

Program administration and the program's educational staff were

primarily responsible for the evaluation. Outside agencies and other

factors have little influence except in the case of the Department of

Defense programs (p. 17-18).

Who are the evaluators?

Ball and Anderson (1975) found the the evaluations were usually

carried out by "insiders," includinc orogram administrators, developers,

or educational staff. In another stdv of unpublished studies, Snith

(1982(b)) found that the program w = .valuated by the same company that

created the program in 33 cases ten cases where the evaluators came

from outside the developing company. Smith's (1984) analysis of published

evaluation studies found the authors almost equally divided between

"academics" and "practitioners." Presumably, the academics represent

mostly external evaluators and the practitioners mostly internal

evaluators. DeMeuse and Liebowitz (1981) also found that the "change

agent was the program evaluator."
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The practical significance of using external evaluators is suggested

by data from Smith's (1982[b]) report. Not only were external evaluations

judged to be superior in methodology but they were far more likely to

recommend major program revisions.

What criteria are used to evaluate programs?

Five reviews addressed this question, and their findings are presented

in Table 5 (page 62). The studies are not directly comparable: Campbell

et. al. (1970) divided criteria into only two categories, while Smith

(1984) used ten categories. The major conclusion is that external

measures, i.e., Job behavior and organizational results, are far less used

than internal criteria, such as student acceptance and learning.

Unpublished evaluations (Catalanello and Kirkpatrick, 1968; Kirkpatrick,

1978) relied more heavily or reaction data while published studies

(0eMeuse and Liebowitz, 1981; Smith, 1984) emphasized learning and

attitude change data.

Brandenburg (1982) polled two samples of training professionals about

the use of various data collection techniques (see Table 6, page 63). The

two samples were in basic agreement on how frequently various techniques

are used. Questionnaires and open-ended comments from students were

ranked as the two most frequently used. Paper-and-pencil testing and

performance testing (e.g., simulation, role play) were ranked next. It is

difficult to correlate Brandenburg's findings with Smith's, but it appears

that Brandenburg's respondents are more likely to use surveys and

Performance testing than trends in the pu"lished literature would

suggest.
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Table 5
Evaluation Criteria

Campbell Catalans lio Kirkpatrick De Meuse Smith
Criteria (1970) Criteria (1968) (1978) (1981) Criteria (1984)

Content
Relevance 4%

Process Design Quality 7%
Criteria

Delivery Quality 3%

Cost Efficiency 13%

Reactions 77% 75% 28% Acceptance 37%

Internal Learning 64%
Outcomes 71% Learning

(Attitude Change) 50% 50% 97% Retention 5%

Attitude Change 8%

Post-Program
External Behavior 54% 20% 39% Behavior 27%

Outcomes 29%

Results 10% 15% 25% Value 11%
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Table 6
Summary Of Data
Collection Techniques
By Criterion

CRITERIA
0

m oo
a) .N. chzt. fa Qc-- iR ..zi- n e-, ry

C0)
Ca.
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C Z I.,
. a) 0-9
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0 Z.c 0-

.
Z

CUI %.1 . .... . I `..' 11.4 l GI) "4. 1 ...I I 44. I N . '''' i 44. ..d/ .ab J '41 I r''

Professional Judgment 2 21 1 1 25

Needs Or Task Analysis 5 2 7

Participant Opinion, Self-Report 3

.
4 110 9 3 27 1 157

Paper-And-Pencil Test 144 18 2 2 166

Performance Test, Job
Simulation, Role Play 16 7 23

Frame Errors Or Progress Tests 28 28

Physiological Measures 1 1

Course Or Project Records
(Time, Cost, Grades) 5 8 1 39 53

Instructor Rating Or Opinion 2 4 4 1 11

Classroom Observation 5 1 6

Attitude Instrument 3 23 26

Boss Opinion 1 28 1 30

Subordinate Opinion 6 6

Peer Opinion 4 4

Job Observation 1 2 3

Product Evaluation 4 1 1 5

Organizational Results,
Measurements 4 31 1 36

Customer Opinion 2 2 4

TOTAL 12 23 9 123 210 18 27 89 37 43 583
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Do evaluators check the reliability and validity of their measures-)

Over 40% of Ball and Anderson's (1975) respondents reported that they

checked both the reliability and validity of their evaluation procedures.

Smith (1982[b]) found numerous threats to reliability and validity in an

analysis of 23 evaluation reports, such as: known or suspected biases in

the measurement procedures, unclear relationship of data to program

objectives, unrepresentative sampling of graduates' work activities and

vague description of data collection procedures. DeMeuse and Liebowitz

(1981) concluded that "se'tdom was interobserver reliability or any other

form of reliability or validity given" (p. 371).

For an example of an evaluation that dealt with these issues, the

reader is directed to Smith (1979). This evaluation of a technical

training course investigated tha concurrent validity, predictive validity

and reliability of eight measures of performance in training and on the

job. The author also provided an analysis of biases affecting the

reliability and validity of the various measures.

Now large are the samples?

Smith (1980) summarized the sample sizes of 117 training evaluations.

The median sample size was 55. In DeMeuse and Liebowitz's (1981) survey,

"half of the studies included no more than twenty subjects."

To what extent do evaluators use experimental 'controls"?

By controls, we mean such devices as control groups and pre-testing.

In their 1968 survey, Catalanello and Kirkpatrick found only one use of a

control group out of 110 respondents. Of the 331 studies that Smith

(1984) examined, 41% employed pre-testing, 41% used a control group or an

alternative instructional treatment, and only 17% used randomly selected

or matched samples. Campbell et. al. (1970) found that 28 of 73 studies
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used before and after measures only, while 45 studies used control groups

plus before and after measures. DeMeuse and Liebowitz (1981) identified

21 of 36 studies using pre-testing, 18 studies with multiple groups. They

also noted that individuals were usually not randomly assigned to

alternative conditions. Of the 36, twenty studies were classed as

"pre-experimental" designs which do not allow for causal inferences. Ball

and Anderson (1978) also found a preponderance of one-group,

"observational" studies.

Now much time is needed for an evaluation?

Ball and Anderson's (1975) data show a median of two to three months.

DeMeuse and Liebowitz (1981) reported a median of about six months. The

latter review, it should be noted, dealt with team-building, and these

interventions require more time to show measurable effects than many types

of training.

Do evaluations influence decision-making?

Ball and Anderson (1975) reported the frequent claim that evaluation

led to program changes (81% of the resprndents). Smith (1982(b))

determined that ten of 43 studies recommended "major course revisions."

The likelihood of recommending changes was linked to training received by

the evaluator and whether the evaluator was employed by someone other than

the company that developed the program.
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ISSUES

Sooner or later, the evaluator will face difficult issues tnat

determine the organization's support of evaluation activities and even

support for the total training investment. We cannot anticipate all the

critical issues that may be confronted, but our experience suggests the

following represent major problems facing evaluation specialists in

industry:

o gaining the client/sponsor's commitment to act upon the
evaluation findings

o evaluating the effectiveness of the training organization
itself

o analyzing the cost/benefit impact of a program

o evaluating management training, especially the skills that may be
applied to the job in a variety of ways

o evaluating commercially available training

Each issue will be defined. Useful approaches will be suggested.

Additional references will be cited.

I. Client's Commitment

The problem is: How does one get the decision-maker to act upon the

findings and recommendations? There are related questions: Who is the

real decision-maker? How do you get the decision-maker to articulate the

issue proposed for study? The problem of commitment can be approached

from two perspectives: the immediate project at hand versus the longer

term relationship with the client or decision-maker.

Our advice for a specific project expands upon planning steps 1 and

2. It is essential to know who the real decision-maker is and what the
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real decision is. Sometimes, trainers will request an evaluation, but the

results will be used to influence upper management or line management. If

this is the situation, the evaluator must consider the information needs

of the true or ultimate decision-maker. We aivocate face-to-face

discussion with the decision-maker to determine if the decision-maker sees

the need for an evaluation study; what the decision is; what data would be

considered "valid" or acceptable for enabling that decision; what the

constraints are--especially time; who should participate in the planning

process; and who approves the evaluation plan. Many times such

interactions occur with a representative of the ultimate decision-maker.

That is fine, as long as the decision-maker has, in fact, empowered the

representative to act on his or her behalf. The objective is to develop a

sense of "ownership" in the study by the decision-maker.

Professional evaluators often prefer to interrogate the client about

the evaluation needs, go off and prepare a plan, come back and ask the

client to approve the plan. That approach is often satisfactory but

surprising things can happen when the planning is shared by the evaluator

and the client.

A recent case involving one of the authors illustrates this point.

The request was to evaluate a management training curriculum designed for

one department. The evaluator proposed looking at productivity measures,

comparing perrormance before and after managers attended training. The

client did not arrange for the training to improve productivity (which,

incidentally, was not a problem). Rather, the cl ant department was

experiencing high turnover in lower management levels. The client simply

wanted to know if first- and second-level managers perceived any change in

the management style within the department and, secondly, what needed to



happen for the style to improve. Through discussion about the

department's objectives, we decided on a simple strategy.

Several groups of lower level managers were selected. Every fear

months, half-day discussions were held with each group about how they saw

the department and higher levels of managemel.t, how useful they viewed the

training, what problems they were experiencing, and what advice they had

for upper management and the organization as a whole. All groups remained

intact throughout a year's study. In essence, the evaluation was

conceived as an ongoing "consumer research" Jcly rat, than a "one-shot"

experimental study as originally proposed.

The long-term objective is to build a consulting relationship with the

client organization. This should be the goal of the trening

organization. Evaluation should be viewed as one of the services made

available to the client. One vehicle .Jr promoting the desired

relationship is a steering committee that oversees the training (r- RD)

services provided to that client organization. The committee may

commission needs analyses, direct the design of training programs (and

other performance improvement efforts), and oversee the implementation of

these programs. Evaluation becomes a means for the committee to gather-

data about the effects of its decisions. Thus, the client management

assumes responsibility for identifying and correcting its problems, and

the training or HRD organization serves as the instrument of the client.

Steering committees are typically populated with mid-level managers

delegated by the senior management. The training/HRD organization is

represented by someone at the same management level as the client

representatives. Committees may exist for each major client departments.



Beyond the committee process, the evaluator would do well to learn as

much about the client organization as possible if there is to be an

enduring relationship. Some concerns include: What are the pressing

issues facing the department? Who are the key decision-makers and how do

they make decisions? Who are the opinion leaders in middle and lower

management? How does that organizatiu, measure its success? There is no

magic to discovering this iniormation. It simply requires talking to

client managers, usually in an informal fashion.

II. Evaluating the Training Organization

Top management is starting to scrutinize training operations as

closely as line organizations are monitored. In part, this scrutiny is a

response to a more competitive business environment. As Scherman (1980)

stated: "managers faced with constricted budgets, higher costs and fewer

oeople to do the job, are demanding a higher return on their training

investment." There is a growing awareness of the huge amount of money

spent annually on employee training and development. For example, Thomas

(1981) stated that the annual training expenditures of GM, IBM and AT&T

were $1 billion, $750 million and $750 million, respectively.

Consequently, training managers need ways of demonstrating contribution to

corporate goals and, secondly, efficient management practices.

We propose four approaches to measuring the training organization, its

services and its internal operations. The four techniques are: (1)

client satisfaction surveys; (2) focus groups; (3) operational

measurements; and (d) organizational audits. All four focus on the

organization, not on individual programs. Techniques (1) and (2) look at

the training organization from the clients' perspective. The third
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approach deals mostly with the internal functioning or efficiency of the

training organization. The last is a combination of internal and external

measures for a broad analysis of the training organization.

Client Satisfaction Survey

This technique involves a brief questionnaire administered by mail or

telephone to managers who send people to training. Questions deal with

how the client managers perceive the training organization, usually

focusing on satisfaction with particular services or functions. Questions

tend to be brief, and "closed-ended" questions predominate.

Table 7 (page 72) is an excerpt from a survey developed for use in a

large company. It consists of 49 Likert-style questions that cover seven

factors: perceived value of training, feedback from trainers to field

managers about trainee performance, timeliness of training, satisfaction

with vendor training, instructors' competence, client managers' knowledge

of training services, and satisfaction with training facilities. This

survey is used separately for each curriculum rather than for the entire

training organization.

The value of this technique is that it provides a lot of data quickly

about potential problems. The emphasis is on problem detection or

identification rather than analysis. Consequently, subsequent data

collection efforts are required to determine the causes of any problem

detected by the survey.

Focus Groups

A focus group is an ad hoc group convened to discuss an issue. Focus

groups have been used for "brainstorming" a problem and for market

research in determining a produrt's image. This technique can be adapted

for examining the training organization and its relationship to its
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TABLE 7

Excerpt From Client Satisfaction Survey

Remember: Please read each statement carefully and circle the number which most
accurately reflects your opinion.

To guide you:
"1" means the statement is true to an extremely small extent, never or not at all.
"4" means it is true to an average extent, or about normal in degree or frequency.
"7" means it is true to an extremely high extent, always or without fail.

Of course, you may use the other numbers:
"3" and "2" represent varying degress between average and extremely low.
"5" and "6" represent varying degrees between average and extremely high.

if, / I.
4, I. Is

I,. / fi
1. Course schedules are well publicized so you know

when a course you need is coming up 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Training enables my people to he self-sufficient
more quickly 1 2 1 4 5 6 7

3. Courses are available when needed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. Instructors put in a full day's work i 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. Requests for training are usually met with good
and timely responses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. My training budget is a very worthwhile
expenditure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



clients. Focus groups can be organized for one occasion or they may meet

periodically. Our discussion of "client's commitment" included an example

of this technique.

In leading focus group meetings, it is crucial to probe for the

reasons or critical events that have shaped people's impressions.

Conversely, the facilitator must take care not to bias opinions by

inadvertently encouraging or discouraging certain types of comments.

Operational Measurements

An organizational measurement is a statistic which describes some

characteristic of an organization's internal operations or external

services. A measurement is timebound, meaning that it portrays the

organization for a specific period of time, e.g., monthly, quarterly.

Measurements may deal with such training functions as program development,

delivery, and scheduling. Measurements may represent such dimensions as

volume (frequency, amount), cost, efficiency, timeliness or quality.

Examples include: average cost to train one employee for one day, "seats"

scheduled as a percentage of "seats" requested, percent of students

successfully completing training. Training measurements serve as problem

indicators. They are a "warning system" which should trigger further data

collection to determine the causes of negative trends.

Table 8 (page 74) shows a 1984 survey of the training measurements

used by five former Bell System companies. Many of these statistics were

experimental and are no longer used. This list is presented to illustrate

the variety of possibilities.

There are two common problems with using measurements to evaluate

training organizations. The first problem is the unfair comparison of

training groups. Training measurements are affected by such variables
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I

Table 8
Partial Listing of Training Measurements Tried By Five Companies I

Co. Co. Co. Co. Co.
MEASUREMENT B.. "C"

Relevance (rated by graduates) X X

Effectiveness (rated by supervisors) X X

Delivery cost per trainee (on hour) X X X

Demand vs. capacity in terms of student days X X X I
% seats cancelled (management and non-management) X X X

% courses developed 0 Training Development Standards X X I
% projects completed on time X X

% seats provided to requested seats X X

% Training Manager observations completed X

Average time in initial training X I
Student days per instructor day X X X X

Student/instructor ratio X X I
% follow up evaluation completed/commihod X

Developer hours/instructional hour X X X

Development cost/instructional hour X X

% developer days spent on developing X

Trainee cost/trainee hour by training c4,oter X

Instructor utilization (% time in class) X 111

No. trainers per 1000 employees X

Dolivery hours per 1000 t.nployees X

Delivery hours/1000 customer contacts X

Delivery hours/number of new hires, transfers, promotions X I
Delivery hours/$1000 capital Investment X

Delivery hours/$1000 revenue X I
I
1
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as: differences in client demands, e.g., seasonal fluctuatic.rs, or high

volume courses versus low demand courses; differences in delivery

strategies, e.g., self-paced versus group-based training, -1r field site

versus training center; differences in program development, e.g., purchase

of "off-the-shelf" courses versus contracting for customized courses

versus "in-house" designed courses; differences in staffing strategies,

e.g., part-time versus full-time trainers, use of contractors, use of

instructors borrowed from other departments. Training measurements should

be used to understand critical variables that shape the training group's

activities. Appropriate standards come from historical trends developed

for a particular training group rather than inter-group differences.

The second problem is the use of self-reported measures which are

easily distorted. We are familiar with one training department that

relied upon project managers to report project completion dates versus

project target dates. Over a four year period, no project was ever

completed behind schedule. The most reliable measurements are often

derived from data gathered for other purposes or by non-trainers. For

example, the "cost per trainee hour" can be compiled from the course

scheduling process (trainee hours) and the accounting process (cost

data).

Organizational Audits

An audit is an intensive study of an organization for the purpose of

finding ways to improve its operation. Individual programs are evaluated

but only as samples of the organization's work. Audits may employ a

variety of data collection techniques and usually require a substantial

investment of time and people. Audits are usually staffed by people from

outside the audited organization.
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Table 9 (page 77) comes from one company's audit plan (Smith, 1979).

The columns represent methods for collecting data. The rows represent

variables which can be measured in an audit. Other audit plans have been

presented by Tracey (1968), Lien (1979), Gaskell and Svenson (1978),

Chellino, Rice and Dinneen (1978) and Olivas (1980).

Audits generate much information but at great cost. It is important

to involve the audited management team in defining study objectives and,

secondly, in interpreting data. The goal is to develop the commitment of

training managers to act upon the audit findings.

III. Cost Benefit Anaylses

Deciphering Training Cost Data

The prerequisite for understanding cost analysis in training

evaluation, whether it is cost benefit analysis, cost effectiveness

analysis, or other types of evaluation, is to look at costs themselves.

As an initial phase, we will examine the cost of training input only,

excluding for the time being those costs associated with benefits or other

outcomes. According to the economic definition, cost is the sacrifice of

an alternative. For example, one training program is put on in deference

to another. The general problem with costs is that they are thought of

too narrowly, more or less in terms of a line item in a budget. These may

be called accounting costs typically obtained from the accounting

department. It is also likely that such costs are a distortion of the

true tangible and intangible costs observed in the design, development and

delivery of a training program.

It would seem that the measurement of costs would be relatively simple

if all we would have to do is scrutinize accounting statements and select
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appropriate numbers. Most authors reviewed state that this is almost

never the case. In fact, in comparison to other variables designed and

measured in a given evaluation, it is likely that cost data would tend to

be crude and incomplete by comparison. For example, sometimes it is

difficult to separate the developmental costs of a program from the

operating costs or administrative costs, or from pilot testing. The major

reason why the cost estimates tend to be incomplete is that they are based

upon actual expenditures rather than the costs of all resources. What i5

probably called for is some sort of cost information syst-.^n geared to the

actual training program design, development and delivery. (See Smith

1982[c], for an example of such a system).

For our purpose, we reviewed five different attempts tc categorize

cost data displayed in Table 10 (page 79). The first scheme of Cullen,

et. al. (1978), is from an experiment run on production personnel in an

actual training experiment. This list is not as extensive as other lists

even though the resulting information was used in a cost eff' veness

study. The second data set from Mirabal (1978) and Deming (1979) (U.S.

Civil Service Commission) offers five basic documents for cost

categorization. Four basic components are those given under Step 5:

Course Development, Participant, Instructor, and Facilities costs. Using

all data, one is able to break down total costs as indicated under number

6 according to four categoriesco an annual basis, per trainee hour, per

curriculum hour, and per trainee.

A third set of costs is given by Spencer (1984). Claiming that direct

labor of training personnel is grossly underestimated, Spencer estimates

fringe benefits and overhead, and states that the total labor involved in

training staff is about three times the direct labor involved. The fourth
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Table 10
CATEGORIES OF COST DATA

Cullen, Sawzin, Sisson & Swanson
(1978)

&grabs, (1978)
Dimming (1979)

Spencer
(1984)

Weinstein
(1982)

Smith & Marcinuk
(1982)

1. Training Development 1 Trainee Costs 1 Development of Course 1 Classroom Expense 1 Curriculum Development Costs

analysis time salary direct labor outside inS1rUCIOr salaries

design time travel total labor (above x 3) in-house instructor benefits

material costs per diem materials expense fringe benefits vouched expenses

material 8 supplies travel vendor program purchase

2. Training Materials (expendable) tuition 2 Trainer Training per diem salary 8 expenses of stall supporting

cost of reproduction direct labor materials effort (a g . SME)

2 Instructor Costs total labor (d1 x 3) classroom use

3 Training Materials (nonexpendable) hours per diem visual, mechanical aids 2 Delivery Staff Cosls

instructional hardware salary (preparation 8 instruction) materials food, refreshments salaries

in:is-notional software travel travel other benefits

per diem facility coal vouchers(' expenses

4 Training Time 2 Administration Expense vendor program purchase

trainee time 3 Facilities (non-organizational) 3 Delwary of Training adminislrators 8 fringe license lees, royalties

trainer time rental trainer labor typing, clerical materials

improvement materials curriculum development salary 8 expenses of supporting staff

5 Production Loss Resulting From Training equipment facilities postage, shipping, telephone
production site losses program, ponied materials 3 Facilities Cost

material losses 4 Development 4 Evaluation/Follow-Up olher leases, taxes, utilities, insurance
salary (in-house) evaluation labor maintenance, depreciation

contract lees
production costs

expenses 3 General Organnalional Costs
general organization support

participant expenses

travel top management (salary 8 fringe 4 Administrative /Support Costs
per diem prorated) salaries for support gaups (e g. clerks)

salaries for administrative groups

S Obtain Specific Costs From 4 Participating Compensation benefits 8 experles
Course Development Wt. .ssheet
Participant Cost Worksheet
Facilities Cost Worksheet

(opportunity costs) apportioned salaries 8 expenses of
senior managemenl

apportioned overhead for corporals
service

6 Get Total Coats
annual basis
per trainee hour
per curriculum hour

S Client Organization Coals
trainee salaries 8 benefits
vouchered expenses

per trainee 'Wan r3imbursement
tuition for vended programs
temporary hire
lost productivity
apportioned salary 8 expenses of

line training coordinator
apportioned salary of supervisory

time for enrolled employees
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model is from Weinstein (1982), who categorizes three general levels of

c.ists--those associated with classroom, administration, and general

organizational costs. Note that he advocates the inclusion of costs :here

top management must ta'a some interest in the training program.

Additionally, opportunity costs are included as a separate item.

The fifth attL-ot (Smith and Marcinuk 1982) is a compilation of lists

acquired across a number of sources as well as an internal investigation

by New England Telephone. Although Smith claims that the list is not

exhaustive, it is certainly more comprehensive than others reviewed.

Opportunity costs, line and senior management costs and replacement of

trainee costs are among. the diverse categories reported. The results of

the calculations proposed by this scheme feed into the information system

described by Smith elsewhem (Smith 1982[c]).

The purpose in presenting these different costs categorizations is to

allow the reader to judge the completeness and comprehensiveness of cost

schemes proposed by others. In general, costs associated with personnel

are generally in the range of 70 to 80 percent of any training budget.

we guideline from Levin (1975) is to spend no more time on investigating

a cost than its contribution to a budget. thus, if a given item is around

two percent of the budget, then one should spend no more than two percent

of the time trying to get actual costs.

Most authors reviewed agree that the analysis of training costs is

ver\ :ifficult and that calculating something like "return on training

invesL,dent" is almost impossible Then, why even attempt it? What are

the bent -5 is of trying to track costs? Smith and Narcinuk (1982) provide

some solid reasons for s ch undertakings. Probab'y most important, top

management scrutinize budgets for reallocations and demand higher return
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for their training investment. A second reason is that accounting for

training will assist in operationally defining what training actually

means within the organization. A framework for deciding what may or may

not be training 1: qivcan by Smith and Marcinuk (1982). Thirdly, training

managers might use such cost data for detection and analysis of
c=mat,

inefficient practices, identification of key factors which influence

costs, projection of training budget, evaluation of programs or service,

and propose actions in terms of impact on costs. Finally, the clients of

training, mainly line management, need to be convinced of the value of

training. Most often, it is their budget and operating results to which

training is charged.

Analysis Models

Parallel to the increased development of training evaluation

literature in general has come a fairly significant increase in writing

devoted to economic analysis for training. These analyses range from the

simpler techniques such as return on investment and payback to cost

effectiveness, and cost benefit analysis. The purpose of this section

will be to describe, but not in detail, a number of models that have been

developed to look at the impact of training from a financial or at least a

quantitative perspective.

Most authors reviewed comment about the lack of knowledge that

training personnel seem to have with the economic side of their

enterprise. Prior to the 1980s it is fairly apparent that there has been

little use of economic analysis methods in training evaluation. Thus, the

number of detailed examples is small. Additionally, most training

managers and evaluators have not become familiar with cost analysis

approaches to decision making. In the field of training, rarely do cost
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considerations other than keeping within budget and time constraints,

really control the training process. Thirdly, there are few textbooks in

training area that can provide satisfactory introductions in how to do

appropriate cost analysis, and many trade journal articles result in

confusing readers with inaccuracies.

Presentation of information for this section is facilitated by the

Appendix (page T)5) which lists nine models that have been discussed in

the training literat..ire. Each model is outlined in terms of six

descriptions: proposer/proponent, purpose, use, basic inputs/assumptions,

formula/method, outcome guidelines. The general progression in reviewing

these models is from the simple to the complex.

The first two models--Return on Investment (ROI) and Payback

Periodore fairly simplistic approaches to looking at economic impact.

It is assumed, in oraer to perform these analyses, that one needs a fairly

accurate accounting of costs. What is generally not taken into account in

ROI analysis is the use of present values. In simplistic approaches to

ROI, the present value of money is not considered. Berta (1982), however,

advocates that enis can be a fairly rigorous approach if proper procedures

are followed.

The first four models, ROI, Payback, Human Capital and

Measurement-Based analysis models are the only approaches reviewed used

for examining a single training program or training project. It is

necessary in cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit and other analyses to make a

comparison among two or more alternatives.

Odiorne's (1979) Human Capital model consists of a conceptual rather

than a pragmatic approach of looking at training contributions. An

economic analysis can tell whether or not to train at all according to
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Odiorne. He indicates that the goal of training is not behavior

improvement, but profit improvement for the organization. In order for

training to make a contribution, the economic objective of training must

be satisfied. If it doesn't contribute, then it should be eliminated.

One of Odiorne's unique contributions is to classify economic objectives

of training with regard to immediate, intermediate and long-range, wit:

the long-rbnge objective being the Human Capital portion.

Measurement-Based analysis (Nickols, 1979) is not so much an

evaluation, model, but in fact the opposite. Nickol's approach is to

examine any quantitative based system in order to connect organizational

means (activities) to ends. The purpose of this analysis is to define

whether or not an intervention (training or otherwise) should occur. Thus

it precedes, not follows, evaluation. Because his model is economic in

nature, it is worthwhile including it here as a potential alternative.

Cne of the important outcomes of this analysis is to quantify the cost of

a problem in relation to organizational standards and subsequently to

quantify the value of the solution. In this way, Nickols is able to

separate environmental effects from individual behavior.

The fifth model is the Life Cycle approach given by Kearsley and

Compton (1981). One of the major purposes of the Life Cycle model is to

recognize that training occurs in a cycle; that is, there is a start-op,

an operational, and then a transition phase to any new activity. Durirg

the transition phase, there are costs associated with at least two

programs. The major point of this analysis is that costs of two or more

training approaches must be compared at the same point within their life

cycles in order to make a fair comparison.
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The sixth model is Productivity Function analysis, also described by

Kearsley and Compton (1981). To the reviewer's knowledge, this is a

theoretical model which has its roots in classical economic theory and has

not been applied to any training settings. Productivity analysis uses a

multiplicative function to, in one case, predict amounts of money that can

be spent on a given training activity. One of the major outcomes is a set

or series of productivity curves which may be compared across alternatives

with steeper curves showing more productivity or outcome. Probably one of

the most practical implications of this model is the recognition that

there is always some point in any given training approach where

limitations are reached. That is, further increases in, for example, the

amount of time allotted a trainee to perform at a given level, can only be

increased so much until the costs greatly outweigh potential

accomplishments of time increases. The primary use of this model is for

large training organizations and sizable projects.

The seventh model is the Economic Benefits Forecasting model or

Performance Value analysis proposed by Swanson and Geroy (1984). This is

a simplified version of cost-benefit analysis. The purpose is to forecast

training benefits accrued by two or more programs to facilitate comparison

and thus, the decision-maker's choice among alternatives. Essentially the

model consists of three stages: (1) listing all training costs specifying

the total performance in terms of dollars and cents; (2) assess.- or

Judging the value of a given performance unit; and (3) subtracting the

cost from performance value yielding net benefits. The approach with the

largest net benefit is then the choice of the decision maker. Swanson and

Geroy provide two worksheets and a companion application article to

illustrate the steps of their analysis.
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Cost-Effectiveness and Cost-Benefit analysis are probably some of the

least understood and most misapplied tools in training and educational

evaluation. Different authors seem to define their terms differently. In

both cases, the grAal of either analysis is to select an alternative from a

number of alternatives, in our case the most beneficial or sffective

training strategy. In Cost-Effectiveness analysis, we are looking at the

cost of two or more activities designed to prouuce very much the same

outcome. In Cost-Benefit analysis, common objectives among programs is

not a prerequisite. Thus, one could do Cost-Benefit analysis to decide

between management training and technical skills training. With

Cost-Effectiveness, we would only be concerned with skills training for a

particular type of person doing a particular type of job. In

Cost- Effectiveness, as its name implies, we use an effectiveness index,

which is generally some measurement of whether or not one or more

objectives of the program have been met. In Cost-Benefit analysis,

benefits are extracted and values are assigned to these benefits.

Cost-Effectiveness analysis can account for tangible and intangible

effects. In Cost-Benefit analysis, however, one must convert both

tangible and intangible benefits to monetary terms. This is sometimes

criticized as one of the most important shortcomings of Cost-Benefit

analyss--that is, the quantification of benefits. Additionally, there is

the problem of precise identification of those benefits.

In sophisticated explanations of Cost-Effectiveness and Cost-Benefit

analyses, present value terminology, including a discount factor, is used

in order to provide more precision of dollar values. Ihe choice of a

discount factor is another point of contention for such analyses, because

of its sensitivity to results. Most authors would seem to agree that the
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use of Cost-Benefit analysis in training evaluation probably requires some

stretching of reality. Those who advocate use of this approach would

like, at a minimum, zo see it used as a screening mechanism or forecasting

tool such as proposed by Swanson and Geroy.

Cost-Effectiveness analysis requires programs having identical or

similar goals. Common measures of effectiveness must be used or

interpretation is impossible. Cost-Effectiveness does not lead one to

conclude or establish whether or not a training investment is

worthwhile -only the potential cost and the relative effectiveness among

techniques.

IV. Evaluating Management Training

The evaluation of management training is a hotly debated topic. Some

commentators feel that management training cannot or should not be

evaluated because the cost of the evaluation cannot be justified, the

effects of management training are too subtle to be reduced to numbers,

and intervening factors obscure any cause-effect relationships. A second

question is how to measure management training and involves deciaing

between opinion measures (either self-reported or boss-reported) versus

more sophisticated procedures. The latter would be typified by

quasi-experimental designs using job behavior or job output measures.

In this section, we will try to clarify the p-oblems associated with

evaluating management training and offer suggestions for how to cope with

these problems.
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The first issue is: What is management training? At the risk of

over-simplification, let us define thr,Be types of programs that may be

called "management" training:

Specialist or individual contributor courses, i.1.,
non-supervisor work assigned to management people, for
example, selling and engineering tasks;

2. Self-management courses, e.g., time-management, certain
kinds of problem-solving and planning courses;

3. Inter-pers^hl training for managing other people or getting
work done f- peer work groups, e.g., leadership courses,
group probion-solving, a course in how to give performance
feedback to a subordinate.

While all three types involve measurement problems, it is the last

category that commentators generally have in mind when they discuss the

problems of assessing management training.

There are several problems in measuring the effects of this type of

training. First, using the newly learned skill may require a particular

situation, such as an attendance problem. This situation may not be

predictable or may occur some time after training. Therefore, it may not

be convenient to record the application of the skills, or the proficiency

level may deteriorate through forgetting or disuse. Second, the new

skills may relate to a variety of situations as, for example, skill in how

to analyze work performance problems. The manner in which the skill will

be applied, and consequently, how its application can be measured, may not

be predictable. A third measurement problem is that interpersonal and

managerial skills may not be directly observable, either because the

skills are covert or are exercised in confidential situations. Finally,

the desired effects of these managerial skills may be defined in terms of

other people's behavior, for example, subohdinate's productivity.



Measurinc behavioral change in other people often takes a long time

because the desired changes result from the accumulated effects of many

interactions in which the managerial skills are used. The longer the time

to measure the effects of training, the greater the odds for other factors

to influence job behavior and obscure the effects of training.

There is a second set of problems in evaluating management tainina in

terms of its effects upon job performance. No matter how good the

training, other factors may inhibit or discourage trainees from using what

they have learned. The most important influence on a manager is the

boss. If the boss does not encourage or reward the trainee for applying

the skills learned in training, there is a good chance that the skills

will not be used. More subtly, the boss's behavior' -gipresents a model for

the trainee and may be more effective than any intentional act to shape

the trainee's behavior.

Beyond the boss, there may be organizational factors that support or

discourage the trained skills. Some of these factors may be features of

such company systems as measurement systems (productivity, quality

control, sales), compensation programs, performance appraisal, promotion

criteria, work flow structure. For example, if the training deals with

team-building, but the measurement systems encourage competition among

work groups, then the training wi'l probably have little effect.

Besides the formal systems, there may be significant informal systems

that may inhibit change. these systems are generally social or

communications systems. Examples include: cliques within the management

hierarchy who may be competing for power, the trainee's peer group who may

prefer a status quo, employee groups who may be antagonistic to

management.
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Our task here is not to overcome these "support" issues but how to

evaluate training given these obstacles. Nevertheless, we need to say

something about appropriate training/change strategy as a basis for

evaluation strategy. Management training is more likely to have

measurable benefits if the following tacti, 3 are used:

1. Do not use management training by itself to accomplish
important organizational changes, such as changing a
department's management style.

2. Imbed training in a broader strategy that may include (a)
changing organizational systems to be compatible and
reinforce the change objectives, (b) developing the active
support of higher management in such areas as informal
rewards, performance feedback, leading by example, (c)
developing employee awareness and support.

3. Deliver the training in a style that supports the change
objectives. If team-building (or "team-playing" as one
colleague prefers to call cooperation between permanent
groups) is the goal, then sessions should be populated with
the people who are supposed to work together. If the skills
have long learning curves, then follow-up sessions may be
worthwhile. Sometimes, these follow-ups are devoted to
experience-sharing, problem discussion and action planning.

4. Consider separate training for higher-level managers an how
to reinforce the behavior of lower level managers. Often,
this training aims to bring consensus among the higher
levels on change goals and strategies.

5. Allow substantial time for implementing the change
strategy. A rule of thumb is two to five years for an
organizational change to be successful.

These points lead to several inferences about appropriate evaluation

stoategy. First, the entire change strategy should be the target of

evaluation, not Just the training. Conversely, if there is no

comprehensive strategy, then evaluatico efforts cannot be expected to

detect any measurable payoff and may not be worth the cost. It also

follows that organizational measures, not measures of the individual

trainee, should be the basis of evaluation. Such measures may include:
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productivity, turnover, absenteeism, grievances, morale surveys, work

quality. The evaluator should look for baseline measurements which can be

used for "before-after" or inter-groups comparisons. Quasi-experimental

designs have been used effectively in these situations. The reader should

consult Brethower and Rummler (1976, 1979), Cook and Campbell (1976) and

Smith (1982[a]) for useful discussions of evaluation designs.

Second, the evaluation plan should assess each part of the change

strategy in terms of whether the change tactics were implemented as

designed and what problems were encountered. One approach is to outline

the project in terms of milestone events and results expected. Tracking

the project in terms of these milestones provides a basis for

corrections. This approach is often dictated by the ,engthy time to

accomplish an organi-)tional change.

Another approach is to use focus groups periodically for getting

participant opinions about the progress of change.

V. Evaluating Commercially Available T-aining

In large numbers of organizations, training materials are not

developed in-house. Instead, all courses and seminars are purchased from

external vendors. In many other organizations, internally developed

training is supplemented by vendor courses. In these two primary cases,

evaluation of vendor courses is an important step in selecting activities

to meet training needs. Our purpose is to assist the selector in choosing

among two types of vendor training: seminars and packaged programs.

Initial discussion is devoted to seminars and workshops.

There is no doubt, from reading trade magazines, that the seminar

business is big business. Cost for attendance at a seminar per employee
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for a one-week program could run in the neighborhood of $1500 to $3000,

depending on the type of employee, content and contributions from the

employee organization. Is a business likely to spend $000 on equipment

without some prior information for comparison of different brands and

models? Probably not. Why should selecting seminars be any different?

Now do we organize a process to sift through these materials?

One procedure developed by Martin (1983) provides a workshop buyer's

checklist divided into seven components. The seven components are:

o needs assessment

o workshop objectives

o workshop content

o workshop design

o environmental issues

o workshop leadership style

o evaluation.

The complete 39-item checklist provides careful, initial examination

of training seminar brochures. A common next stage c' the analysis is to

gather additional information as sugge3ted by Phillips (1983): being wary

of the brochure; gathering additional details; checking out the speaker;

talking to previous participants; investigating the learning environment;

and securing additional evaluation data.

Phillips completes his analysis by four additional steps. The first

of these is Pre-Programmed Planning whereby individuals in the training

organization contact line management to support an investigation of a

given seminar. Once seminars are selected for tryout, an evaluation form

is sent to pilot participants prior to seminar attendance. The next stage

is Post-Program Activity. Participants are followed up through interviews
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or letters requesting what value they found by attendance at the seminar.

The last two steps are: Building a Data Base, a centralized function to

accumulate data from pilot attendance, and finally, Follow-Up, three to

six months after the seminar with a questionnaire and letter to further

investigate benefits of the seminar. In summary, this common sense

approach to evaluation, following the above steps, should increase the

value of seminar or workshop attendance.

A second, more complex process, is the evaluation of vendor packaged

courses. These are distinguished from seminars in the sense that they may

or may not be offered with a standard speaker and are often smartly

packaged materials available for purchase by the organization to be used

in-house.

Let us first examine some of the reasons for why it me., be necessary

to develop an evaluation guide for such courses:

o Training departments are v5ten given budget to buy, not
necessarily develop, a certain number of hours of training.

o Millions of dollars of package training are alre-dy available for
a wide range of courses that could meet organizational needs.

o Many training packages have highly developed marketing strategies
and slick promotion often makes it difficult tc judge the quality
of any given package.

o True customization or the offer of customization is often an
attractive sales pitch.

o Evaluating the potential use of a training package may require
thorough piloting costing $10,000 to $20,000.

In reviewing available literature on evaluation of vendor courses, it

is obvious that most authors would agree on one primary conclusion -do

everything possible to stay away from a pilot or field tes4- until all

other criteria are met. The reason is that the pilot test 's the most
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expensive, as well a' the most vulnerable, step in this process.

(Vulnerability is experienced by any training unit sponsoring a "bomb").

The trends in purchasing of packaged programs, according to recent

surveys of training, is that there are going to be more available, and

there is likely to be more customization. Additionally, these surveys

point out that the primary criteria most organizations use to select

package programs include: the ability to customize programs; cost; and

previous experience with the supplier.

Our review indicated a fairly uniform set of stages to follow in the

evaluation of vendor courses. Each of these stages involves successive

levels of commitment to the program. In most cases, these stages can he

utilized to evaluate a single course or to compare a number of alternative

coures. Three primary references used in this analysis include

(1983), Rogers and Volpe (1984), and Ross (No Date).

An initial stage suggested by Rogers and Volpe is that of "weeding out

junk mail." This stage consists of a few simple questions that may be

undertaken by the training staff, including: Ara there stated learn-irg

objectives? Is training performance-based? Is there a topical outlin,::?

Does it appear to have more substance than simply a slick marketing

attempt?

The second stage in this process consists of a short checklist like

that suggested by Phfllips (1983), where a series of 15 evaluation

questions are used to determine the appropriate criteria and potential

match of the content to the needs of the organizati.3n Tt is 3

preliminary stage of analysis, not necessarily including the use of

subject matter eperts. Rogers and Volpe attempt to sample material,,

including the content outline, find out what participant materials are

likE, obtain testimonials from other organizations, and estimate costs.
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The next stage in successive examination includes the building of a

content review or a matrix of course objectives applied against principal

job outcomes. Here it is desirable to have sutject matter experts rate

how well a course simulates the Job requirements (Ross 1977). An

alternative procedure, although very similar, is a ranking of proposed

programs in terms of criteria and importance performed by both training

and line management. A matrix for this process is provided by Rociers and

Volpe (1984), listing the tasks and validity ratings across a number of

criteria for each vendor course. For Rogers and Volpe, a subject matter

expert is used in a further stage called "instructional design analysis"

where an instructional designer carefully reviews such topics as match of

objectives and content with needs analysis, internal consistency among

instructional objectives, identification of prerequisite skills, sequence

of instruction, appropriateness and adequacy of instructional strategies

and completeness.

The next stage is an internal review of the potential cost benefits

for purchasing and administering the program within the organization.

This level of analysis suggested by Ross takes into account anticipated

payoff in relation to purchase price, trainee wages and expenses, and

opportunity costs. Such an analysis also considers the "value of task

performance" associated with proposed course outcomes.

The final stage, field or pilot testing, is the most expensive step of

analysis. Most courses will have been eliminated prior to this stage. In

Ross's terms, there are three important pieces of information to gather:

learner reactions, internal validity information, and external validity

information. Learner reactions can be gathz,red through the use of a

standard questionnaire or follow-up interviews with participants. (Rogers
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and Volpe supply a sample questionnaire used in their analysis.) Internal

validity includes data collected during the course which has potential for

follow-up later. External evaluation is the typical summative information

collected for follow-up crl a three to six month basis after the course is

delivered to the pilot audience.

A final question is: What happens after all of these stages are

complet.d? Results found by Rogers and Volpe included the following: an

instant drop in the vendor's price; vendor interest in the report to share

with the home organization; a data base for training needs analysis; a

valuable down-to-earth report in non-training language; a matrix to be

used for further evaluation; and a strong critical capability within the

organization to negotiate with a vendor in a clear, forthright manner. A

final point raised by Phillips is to take advantage of "guaranteed

results." If the supplier uses this tactic, it permits the training

organization a potentially valuable further recourse, especia"ly if large

expenditures are involved.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Return on Investment

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Barta (1982)

PURPOSE: Justify training investment.

Most accurate because of attention to time value of money.

USE: Examine one project in isolation to judge potential.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Life (time) of training projects.

Amount of investment.

Cash flow after expenses.

FORMULA /METHOD: Find interest rate where present worth of all cash flow
equals zero.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Compare ROI percent to company requirement, i.e.,
high or low is relative.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Payback Period

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Barta (1982)

PURPOSE: Length of time needed to break even.

USE: Initial examination at a questionable investment.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Investment expenses.

Annual Savings.

FORMULA/METHOD: Payback period (in years) =

Investment
Annual Savings

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: If result is less than 1, then good potential.



APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Human Capital

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Odiorne (1979)

PURPOSE: Derive tangible and intangible benefits of training.

Derive standards for rates of return.

USE: Decide on where to allocate money.

Decide whether or not training is worth it.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Classify costs into Direct, Indirect and
Opportunity.

Classify costs above into:
1. Profit Improvement
2. Human Working Capital
3. Itestment in Human Capital

FORMULA/METHOD: Classify economic objectives for each part of
organization.
1. (above) immediate training
2. (above) training having 1 to 3 year payback, e.g.,

upgrade range of skills
3. (above) up to 10 years to return, e.g., management

development

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Answer four questions:
1. How much money is needed for long-range

expenditure?
2. What is the supply of funds for human capital?
3. How is training expense to be rationed among

alternatives?
4. What timing is needed for funds request?
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Measurement-Based Analysis

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Nickols (1979)

PURPOSE: Methods for deciding where to intervene (foresight analysis).

Opposite of evaluation.

Build a model.

Connect organizational means (activities) to ends.

USE: Locate where irtervention is needed and what payoff it is likely to
have.
Select appropriate techniques/methods for intervention.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Assume: a quantitative system of measur'ng
basic camponents.

Trace inputs thru processes until they are
transformed to outputs.

FORMULA/METHOD: Construct a map ftr organization means and ends.

Repeatedly ask 3-question sequence:
1. What is the measure?
2. How is it calculated?
3. What are its input variables?

Take result of 43 and repeat.

Stop when input variables are direct product of person's
activity.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Identify standards for variables at each level end
compare to actual values.

Quantifies cost of problem (in relation to
organization standards).

Quantifies value of solution.

Separates environmental effects from individual
behavior.



APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMI:, IMPACT ANALYSIS

YODEL/LABEL: Life Cycle

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Kearsley & Compton (1981)

PURPOSE: Examine all phases of costs--start-up, operational, steady state
and transition to new program.

USE: Compare costs of 2 or more training approaches at a given point in
time.

A method to look at savings.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Given approach x & y
Total costs savings = Total Costs x Total
Costs y

Transition costs will be dual

FORMULA/METHOD: Total Life Cycle Costs (t) =

Total Start-Up Costs (s) + Total Transition Costs (n) +
Total steady State Costs (m)

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: The shorter the transition period and the longer the
steady state period, the greater the savings to be
realized.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Productivity Function Analysis

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Kearsley and Compton (1981)

PURPOSE: Weigh both efficiency (costs) and effectiveness to look at
proficiency produced for a given set of training resources.

USE: Can predict amount of money spent on a given training activity.

Determine maximum productivity to be gained by a given training
situation.

Obtain productivity curves to compare across alternatives.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Comes from classic economic theory:
0 = aLbCc

0 = production output
L = amount of labor
C = amount of capital
a = constant
b & c = coefficients

There is always some point where a given
training approach reaches its limits.

Useful only for large training programs with
significant budgets.

FORMULA/METHOD: Amount of training accomplished (1) = number of trainers
x skills of trainers x training procedures x training
technology.
(1) = number of graduates

From student perspective:
Amount of Learning Accomplished = nature of learner
profile x nature of instructional presentation x
amount of practice.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Increase in any term of function increase output but
at diminishing rate.

If any term is zero, the output is zero.

Increasing all terms by the same factor increases the
output by the same factor.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Economic Benefits Forecasting _performance Value Analysis)

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Geroy & Swanson (1984)

PURPOSE: A type of cost-benefit analysis

A comparative analysis of training costs and benefits
(performance value)

USE: Compare two or more methods of training for cost/benefit in a
forecasting mode.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: In instructional training, performance is 50%
of goal, i.e., 50% opportunity costs.

A base time period must be chosen equal to the
longest time to bring trainee to performance
goal.

Figures are projected with assistance from
management.

Worksheets available for both costs and
performance value.

FORMULA/METHOD: List all training costs--staff, consultants, materials,
external support costs, trainee, facilities, tuition,
fees.

Specify total performance or value of performance unit.

Subtract cost from performance value = net benefits.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Assist in making strategic plans.

An example application is given.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Cost-Benefit Analysis

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Levin (1981); Kearsley & Compton (1981); Temkin
(1974); Rossi, Freeman Wright (1979)

PURPOSE: Select one alternative from a number of alternatives with both
costs and benefits expressed in monetary terms.

USE: Can compare across projects and target groups, similar objectives
not required.

Can be used to perform sensitivity analysis (determine importance by
changing parameters).

Make subjective judgments on training effectiveness explicit.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS: Requires costs and benefits expressed in
quantitative (monetary) terms.

Convert tangible and intangible benefits to
monetary terms.

Requires separation of training system
parameters from training benefits and
operational benefits.

FORMULA/METHOD: For tree structure of benefit linkage:
1. assign values for strength of causal links
2. &J = V1 x el (B1 = parameter value)
3. BJ = j-th benefit; V1 is value of Bi, k =

4benefits affecting B

In general, form ratio generally expressed as B/C and
compare.

In present value terms: V 1 = (Bit - C it
)/

(1 + i)
t t is time in years project is analyzed, 8it

is benefit of alternative 1 in year t, i is discount
factor, discount factor is like reverse interest rate.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: Assumptions require stretching reality in many
cases. Most advocate use only as screening medium or
forecasting tool.
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APPENDIX

METHODS FOR TRAINING ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

MODEL/LABEL: Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

PROPOSER/PROPONENT: Temkin (1974); Levin (1981); Rossi, Freeman and
Wright (1979)

PURPOSE: Select one alternative from a number of alternatives, each
designed to meet one or more objectives.

USE: For given effectiveness level, choose alternatives to minimize
costs.

For given cost, choose alternative that maximizes effectiveness.

BASIC INPUTS/ASSUMPTIONS:

Assumptions: Decision alternatives (more than one)

Cost analysis accompanied by evaluation of effectives of
each.

Programs must have identical or similar goals.

Inputs Required: Set of objectives.

Priority assignment to objectives

Structure that relates training to objectives.

Indicies of relative importance to alternatives.

Performance indicators for evidence of actual
contribution of alternatives to objectives of system.

FORMULA/METHOD: Costs must be made comparable--use present value (PV)
formula
PV

XT = cost in year t; i = interest rate (usually 5 to 10%)
n = final year

Effectiveness for activity i = pi V'; pi =
performance index V1 = value of activity.

OUTCOME GUIDELINES: A structure to choose among alternatives

Common measures of effectiveness are used or
interpretation is impossible.

Cannot establish whether or not investment is
worthwhile.
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